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Abstract 
The deployment of novel nanofabrication and -characterization techniques has paved the way 

for tunable functionalities of materials by engineering the size of the structures at the nanoscale. 

The key concepts in this thesis are the exploitation of quantum mechanical properties in 

nanostructures and sub-wavelength optical materials. This thesis covers nanoimprint 

lithography based fabrication techniques for the realization of quantum dot based 

semiconductor devices and the formation of sub-wavelength antireflection coatings for high 

efficiency solar cells. Both types of patterning processes were developed aiming for the 

integration with molecular beam epitaxy, which was used for the material fabrication. The 

structural and optical properties of the quantum dots fabricated by this new method indicated 

excellent suitability of the fabrication process for large scale quantum dot based devices. 

The increasing demand of renewable energy sources has led to rapid development in the field of 

photovoltaics. In addition to the significant improvements in the preparation of active materials, 

the performance of a solar cell is directly increased by carefully designing the antireflection 

coating on the surface of the cell. The reflectivity of the solar cell surface has to be minimized 

in order to transfer the maximum amount of solar energy into the cell to be converted into 

electricity. In this thesis, a novel nanostructured antireflection coating was developed. The 

antireflective properties of the coating were outstanding within a broad spectral range and a 

clear increase in the solar cell performance was achieved.  
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

The increase in machining accuracy has paved the way for the development of manufacturing 

via microfabrication to the advent of nanotechnology. In 1959 Richard Feynman gave a lecture 

titled “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom” [1], which is often referred to as a revolutionary 

event in the history of nanotechnology. Nanotechnology is described to cover all the fields 

where structures are controlled within the scale of 1 - 100 nm, and novel properties appear 

because of the small size [2]. As the fabrication and characterization technologies have 

developed rapidly during the past decades, it has become possible to manipulate materials at the 

nanoscale. This brings out new functionalities such as exploitation of quantum mechanical 

properties and sub-wavelength optical materials. Fabrication of nanostructures is realized by 

various types of high resolution nanolithography techniques such as nanoimprint lithography 

(NIL), which has gained enormous interest within the scientific community and industry since 

its introduction in 1995 [3]. It was chosen among the “10 Emerging Technologies That Will 

Change the World” in Massachusetts Institute of Technology technology review [4] and it has 

been included in the international technology roadmap of semiconductors as a candidate for 22 

nm and 16 nm half-pitch nodes [5]. Fabrication of 2 nm structures and a very high throughput 

has been demonstrated by nanoimprint lithography [6-8]. In this thesis, NIL based patterning 

processes are utilized in quantum dot (QD) fabrication and in the formation of sub-wavelength 

antireflection coatings for high efficiency solar cells. Both types of patterning processes were 

developed aiming towards the integration with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), which was used 

for the material fabrication. Material deposition was controlled with atomic layer precision by 

MBE.  
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Observation of quantum-size effects in III-V semiconductors in the 1970’s led to the 

demonstration of first quantum well (QW) laser in 1975 [9]. QW lasers exploit quantum 

confinement in one dimension. Since then quantum phenomena in 2D and 3D semiconductor 

structures have been studied extensively. Semiconductor quantum dots exhibit a strong 3D 

confinement for electrons and holes causing atomic like properties, which can be adjusted in the 

fabrication process. Although having sizes up to a couple of tens of nanometers, the carriers can 

be strongly confined in all directions because of the relatively large Bohr radius. The Bohr 

radius of an electron-hole pair, i.e. exciton, in a typical Indium Arsenide (InAs) QD is in the 

order of 30 nm [10]. QDs offer an attractive platform for the future quantum information 

technology platforms because their fabrication can be integrated into well-established 

semiconductor fabrication processes. Most of the demonstrations based on single QDs have 

been performed with QDs which were randomly positioned on the surface of a semiconductor 

wafer. However, it is obvious that for device integration, the QD position has to be controlled.  

Solar energy harvesting and especially the field of photovoltaics have drawn a lot of interest 

lately because of the environmental concerns and requests for renewable energy sources. The 

development of high efficiency solar cells has lifted the conversion efficiencies of multijunction 

III-V solar cells up to 44 % [11]. These solar cells operate within a wide absorption spectrum 

ranging from 300 nm to beyond 1800 nm. Wide operation range sets demanding requirements 

for the antireflection coating on the solar cell surface. Because of the high discontinuity of the 

refractive index from air to the semiconductor, the reflectivity of the uncoated solar cell surface 

is in the order of 30 %. The reflectivity of the solar cell surface has to be minimized in order to 

transfer the maximum amount of solar energy into the cell to be converted into electricity. 

Nanostructured antireflection surfaces can be tailored to gradually convert the refractive index 

from air to semiconductor, and thus efficiently reduce the amount of reflected light. They have 

wider spectral bandwidth with larger incident angle than regular thin-film coatings.  

1.1 Motivation and aim of this thesis 

This thesis is a combination of results obtained by the author and presented in the attached 

international peer-reviewed journal papers [P1-P6]. Supplementary publications closely related 

to the topics in this thesis and with author’s contribution are included in the bibliography. The 
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aim of this thesis is to give an introduction to the topics presented in the papers and summarize 

the key results. 

The motivation of this thesis was to develop NIL based patterning processes for site-controlled 

epitaxy of quantum dots and for antireflective nanostructures. Despite its appealing properties 

and cost effectiveness, NIL has not been widely used in the field of quantum dot fabrication. 

The aim of this thesis was to prove the suitability of NIL patterning for the large-scale 

fabrication of site-controlled QDs. As an indication of the high throughput, hundreds of wafers 

have been patterned by NIL for various regrowth tests during the preparation of this thesis. 

Additionally, antireflective coatings were developed in order to increase the efficiency of 

multijunction solar cells. The fabrication of nanostructured coatings was developed by utilizing 

three dimensional patterning – a unique feature of NIL. 

1.2 Thesis outline 

This thesis is organized obeying the following structure. The key nanopatterning technologies 

are presented in chapter 2, with the emphasis being on nanoimprint lithography. Since other 

nanolithography techniques are mandatory when using nanoimprint lithography, the most 

common complementary techniques are presented. Chapter 3 covers the field of site-controlled 

quantum dots. An overview of the novel device applications based on quantum mechanics and 

quantum dots is given. The fabrication details and optical characteristics of quantum dots 

realized by UV-NIL and MBE are discussed. More detailed description about the results is 

given in publications [P1-P4]. In chapter 4, the fabrication and performance of nanostructured 

antireflection coatings for high efficiency solar cells are shown. The results are covered in 

publications [P5-P6]. Concluding remarks are combined in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 

2 Nanolithography Techniques 

Most of the novel functionalities in the future devices based on nanotechnology require high 

resolution patterning, i.e. lithography. Nanometer scale precision has been widely exploited in 

the synthesis of various materials, such as thin film fabrication, but this typically leads to 

nanometer scale control only in one dimension. Recent development in nanolithography 

techniques allows the fabrication of nanometer sized structures in three dimensions. The 

purpose of this chapter is to give an introduction to the most common nanolithography 

techniques, which are nanoimprint lithography, optical lithography, electron beam lithography, 

focused ion beam lithography, laser interference lithography and scanning probe lithography. 

The key technology in this thesis is nanoimprint lithography, but most of the other techniques 

presented here are also utilized in the thesis. 

2.1 Nanoimprint lithography 

Nanoimprint lithography was first introduced by Professor Stephen Chou in the University of 

Minnesota in the mid-90s [3]. After the invention, a rapid development in the field has been 

reported and numerous variations of the technique have been demonstrated. NIL is based on 

mechanical replication of a surface structure from a master template onto the sample. First, a 

nanopattern is fabricated on the master, which is usually made up of silicon or quartz, by some 

high resolution technique, such as electron beam lithography or laser interference lithography. 

Subsequently, the pattern is transferred to a stamp by molding. The polarity of the pattern is 
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reversed in the stamp as compared to the master. Finally, an identical replica of the master can 

be formed on the resist, which is spin coated on the sample, by bringing the stamp into contact 

with the sample. Alternatively, the master template can be used as a stamp in the imprint 

process, but then the polarity of the pattern is reversed on the sample as compared to the master. 

Nanopatterns with 2 nm features [6], a high throughput of 8 DVD discs/s [7] and patterning on 

a 12 inch wafer [8] have been demonstrated earlier by NIL. The cost of ownership for high 

resolution NIL equipment can be very low, and it can be integrated into a regular low cost mask 

aligner.  

The two main categories of NIL are the variations based on thermal and ultraviolet (UV) curing 

of the resist. The original method was based on thermal curing, in which a thermoplastic 

polymer (imprint resist) is spin coated on the sample. Then the stamp is pressed on the polymer, 

which is softened by heating it above its glass transition temperature. The resist takes the form 

of the pattern in the stamp, which is peeled away after cooling down the resist. The pattern is 

then transferred to the sample by etching.  

UV-NIL process is similar to the thermal NIL process, but is based on a resist, which is cured 

by UV light [12]. Therefore, either the stamp or the master has to be transparent in the UV 

regime. Soft UV-NIL utilizes soft stamps that are able to adapt to the roughness and curvature 

of the sample [13]. Figure 2.1 describes the main steps of soft UV-NIL process used in this 

thesis. First (1), a stamp is fabricated on a carrier glass plate. The stamp consists of three 

functional layers: a silicone cushion layer (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Inc., USA), which 

distributes the imprint pressure and adapts to the shape of the sample in large scale; a thin glass 

(thickness 50 – 150 µm) layer, which is attached on the silicone layer, and prevents the lateral 

deformation of the pattern during the imprint [14]; and the patterned layer, which has inverted 

nanostructure on the surface. In this thesis, the patterned layer consisted either of thermally 

curable hard polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [15, 16] or UV curable OrmoStamp (Micro resist 

technology GmbH, Germany). The patterned layer was coated with fluorine containing 

molecule layer, which improves the antiadhesive properties. Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane was 

used with PDMS and Optool DSX (Daikin Industries Ltd., Japan) with OrmoStamp. Second (2), 

resist is spin coated on the sample and the stamp is pressed on the resist. The applied pressure is 

typically in the range of 10 – 900 mbar. During the imprint, the resist is exposed to UV light 

and cured forming a replica of the master template. EVG 620 mask aligner (EV Group) was 

used for pattern alignment and UV exposure in this thesis. Third (3), the pattern is transferred 
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from the cured resist to the sample by etching. A unique feature for NIL processing is the 

residual resist layer, which is present under the protrusions of the stamp. Removal of this 

unwanted layer before transferring the pattern to the sample degrades the lateral quality of the 

pattern. We have studied the minimization of the residual layer in Ref. [16].  

 

Figure 2.1: A schematic process flow of soft UV-NIL patterning. 1) Stamp fabrication, 2) 

Imprint process, 3) Patterned sample.   : stamp,  : master,  : Sylgard 184,  : resist, 

 : sample.  

Other variations of NIL are mainly based on the above mentioned curing methods, but differ in 

other technological aspects, such as stamp geometry. The imprint area can be extended by 

continuous imprinting such as roll-to-roll NIL (R2RNIL) and roll-to-plate NIL (R2PNIL), 

which utilize roll shaped stamps [17]. The area can also be increased by repeating small area 

imprint steps several times. Step and flash imprint lithography (S-FIL) technique is based on 

UV curing [18] and step and stamp imprint lithography (S-SIL) on thermal curing [19]. 

2.2 Optical lithography 

Optical lithography techniques have been used in the fabrication of integrated circuits (IC) since 

1970’s. They are based on UV light that is shone through a mask to a resist layer on the sample. 

The mask has transparent and opaque areas, which define the pattern to be formed on the resist. 

The resolution for optical lithography is determined by diffraction and is 
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NA
kR 1 , (2.1) 

where R is the lateral resolution, k1 is a constant describing the process,  is the wavelength of 

light and NA is the numerical aperture [20]. Current development towards the nanoscale has 

been driven by decreasing the wavelength of the exposure light with deep- or extreme-UV 

sources, increasing the NA of the system with immersion techniques, and using phase shift 

masks and double exposure schemes [21]. This has led to the fabrication of current IC devices 

with 22 nm resolution. However, achieving sub 50 nm resolution with optical lithography 

systems requires equipment investments in the order of tens of millions of dollars. In this thesis, 

low resolution optical lithography was utilized in the fabrication of alignment marks, electrical 

contacts and micrometer scale mesas.  

2.3 Electron beam lithography 

Electron beam lithography (EBL) is a direct writing method, where a focused beam of electrons 

is used to cure the resist. The pattern is formed on a dedicated resist according to the 

distribution of the incident electrons and transferred to the sample by etching. The resolution of 

this method is very high, because of the short wavelength of electrons. Feature sizes below 5 

nm have been demonstrated [22]. Factors typically limiting the resolution are reflection and 

scattering of the electrons in the resist and in the sample, and charge accumulation [20]. The 

electron beam is controlled digitally, and computer aided design makes this technique very 

flexible. The serial nature of EBL means dramatically increasing writing times with increasing 

patterned areas, making it unsuitable for volume production. However, systems comprising of 

several electron beams have been developed in order to increase the throughput of EBL [23]. 

EBL is mainly used for NIL master templates, photolithography masks and prototyping. In this 

thesis, EBL was utilized in UV-NIL master fabrication.  

2.4 Focused ion beam lithography 

Focused ion beam lithography (FIB) is a writing technique very similar to the electron beam 

lithography but instead of electrons a focused ion beam is utilized for patterning. Typically, the 
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beam consists of gallium ions (Ga+), but also argon (Ar+) and krypton ions (Kr+) are used [20]. 

The ion beam can be applied to resist exposure, ion implantation, material deposition and 

chemical etching, but the main application in the field of microfabrication is direct removal of 

material by physical sputtering. The sputtering technique is enabled by energetic ions, which 

cause erosion on most of the materials. Sputtering resolution is in the order of ten nanometers 

depending on the material [24]. Ion beam induced material deposition or etching is achieved by 

introducing a precursor gas to the ion beam. The incident ions break the chemical bond in the 

gas molecules and e.g. a metal layer is deposited or an etch gas is released. For example, 

W(CO)6 and C9H17Pt are used for tungsten and platinum deposition, respectively, and XeF2 for 

fluorine based etching. Typical applications for FIB are prototype circuit repairing and 

fabrication of cross sectional tunneling electron microscopy (TEM) samples. In this thesis, the 

ion beam induced deposition was utilized to form etch masks for micropillar fabrication.  

2.5 Laser interference lithography 

In laser interference lithography (LIL), two or more coherent laser beams are directed on the 

sample. The beams form an interference pattern which is recorded to the resist on the sample 

surface. This maskless technique is used to pattern large areas and has a very high throughput. 

LIL is suitable for fabricating periodic structures and the pattern complexity can be increased by 

increasing the number of interfering laser beams [25]. The resolution is limited by the 

wavelength of the laser light. Feature sizes of 22 nm have been demonstrated using an 

immersion technique in combination with LIL [26]. Typical applications of LIL include 

photonic crystals, micro-lens arrays and optical storage media. In this thesis, LIL was utilized in 

UV-NIL master fabrication.  

2.6 Scanning probe lithography 

In scanning probe lithography (SPM) a sharp tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM) or 

scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is utilized for patterning. The tip is either brought into 

contact with the sample surface and a pattern is mechanically formed, or electric current or 

chemical reactions are exploited without a contact between the tip and the sample surface. 
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Electric current and chemical reactions are used in material deposition, removal and 

manipulation. In STM based lithography, the sensitivity of the tunneling current used for 

lithography provides extremely high resolution and many similar functions to EBL. AFM based 

lithography allows more materials to be processed and gives higher throughput than the STM 

based lithography but has lower resolution. Nanometer scale resolution and manipulation of 

single atoms have been demonstrated by this technique [27, 28]. Since controlling the tip 

position on a sample is very time-consuming, this technique is only suitable for very small scale 

applications. The throughput can be increased, for example, by utilizing multiple tips in parallel 

[29]. 
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Chapter 3 

3 Site-controlled Quantum Dots 

The fabrication and key characteristics of site-controlled semiconductor quantum dots (SCQDs) 

as well as their most appealing device applications are presented in this chapter. The focus is on 

single III-V quantum dots and their fabrication for novel quantum information processing 

schemes. In the first section, an overview of the single SCQD applications is given. The 

following sections describe the realization of SCQDs by combining UV-NIL and molecular 

beam epitaxy, and their main structural and optical properties. 

3.1 Quantum dot applications 

Semiconductor quantum dots are expected to be the building blocks for the future information 

technology platforms. The main concepts exploiting the quantum mechanical properties of QDs 

are quantum computing and quantum cryptography. Quantum computing is based on qubits, for 

which the semiconductor QDs were the first solid state candidates [30]. Quantum cryptography 

provides a secure method for information exchange that is based on single or entangled photons 

emitted from QDs [31-33]. In addition, QDs find applications in low threshold lasers [34] and 

nanophotonic waveguides [35]. 

The idea and application of a quantum computer has increasingly attracted the research 

community from the 1990’s. Before that time the quantum computer was only a theoretical 

model, but as the nanotechnology has greatly developed in the past two decades, it has become 

a near future device. In classical computers, the logical unit corresponding to a physical system 
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is the bit, which can have two separate states. E.g. charged or discharged capacitor or a voltage 

pulse above or below certain level. The speed-up of the calculations of present-day computers 

has been achieved by decreasing the size of the physical systems [20]. However, the limiting 

dimensions set by nature are about to hamper the development. The utilization of quantum 

physics may provide a solution for further development. In a quantum computer, the logical unit 

is called quantum bit or qubit. It is a two-level quantum mechanical unit, which can be in the 

superposition of the two states. Qubit can be formed of, for example, a photon with two-levels 

being the vertical and horizontal polarizations, or an electron having the spin up or down [36, 

37]. Quantum computation with single photons was proposed already in the late 1980’s [38] 

and electrical and optical addressing of single spin states in QDs has been demonstrated [39-41]. 

The superposition property and quantum parallelism provide in certain situations exponentially 

more efficient information processing with a quantum computer when compared to a classical 

computer. Because of the superposition property, a quantum system with N qubits can be in the 

superposition of 2N states and by careful design and controlling the quantum dynamics of the 

system, operations can be made on the states in parallel. Controlling qubits based on single 

photons as well as spin states in QDs has been demonstrated [42-44]. 

In addition to single qubit operations, quantum mechanics offer a unique and essential property 

called entanglement. Entangled photon pairs are emitted from a single quantum dot utilizing a 

radiative decay of a biexciton state in the dot. A biexciton state is comprised of two bound 

electron-hole pairs (excitons). More detailed discussion about the energy levels in a QD is 

presented in section 3.4.1. The biexcitonic decay has been shown to proceed in two consecutive 

steps: first, the biexciton photon (2X) and after that, the exciton photon (X) are emitted [45, 46]. 

The photon entanglement is based on two possible decay paths for the recombinations, 

determined by the spin of the intermediate exciton state. Time-resolved photoluminescence 

experiments have shown that for an ideal, symmetric QD the left-hand circularly polarized 2X 

photon is followed by a right-hand circularly polarized X photon and vice versa [47, 48]. The 

photons are indistinguishable in energy and can be produced on demand, which makes this 

process an attractive candidate for an entangled photon source. However, if the dot is 

asymmetric, these two paths are distinguishable in energy and produce linearly polarized 

photons with orthogonal polarizations between the paths. QD asymmetry is tolerated if a cavity 

with certain mode structure is used [45]. An entangled photon source based on a semiconductor 

QD, and entanglement between a QD spin and a single photon were demonstrated lately [49-51]. 
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Principles of producing polarization entangled photons are discussed in more detail in section 

3.4.2. 

3.2 Quantum dot fabrication 

III-V quantum dots, such as InAs and InGaAs QDs, are typically fabricated by epitaxial growth 

methods. Epitaxial growth means that the crystal structure of the underlying substrate is 

reproduced to the new material layer formed on the substrate by bringing atoms of desired 

elements onto the surface. In favorable growth conditions, at high temperature, with proper 

material fluxes and in ultra-high vacuum, the growth proceeds in two-dimensional (2D) growth 

mode. Very abrupt interfaces can be produced between different material compounds. If the 

natural lattice constant of the grown compound differs from the lattice constant of the substrate, 

the overgrown layer is strained. In QD growth, the lattice constants have significant difference 

and the strain is relieved by the formation of three-dimensional islands, which minimizes the 

surface energy. Islands comprised of certain materials, such as InAs, and grown under suitable 

conditions are called quantum dots. The QDs are typically randomly positioned, i.e. self-

assembled, on the surface. The QDs are between 20 and 40 nm in diameter and up to 15 nm in 

height. The lattice constant mismatch for InAs/GaAs material system studied in this thesis is 7 

% [52]. The most studied technique to fabricate quantum dots by MBE or by metalorganic 

vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) is an intermediate growth method of 2D and 3D growths, called 

Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth mode [53]. In SK growth of InAs QDs on GaAs, a two 

dimensional layer of InAs, known as the wetting layer (WL), is formed all over the surface 

before the formation of 3D QDs. The thickness of the WL is a couple of monolayers (ML). In 

this thesis, MBE and SK growth were exploited to grow InAs QDs. Figure 3.1 shows an 

exemplary AFM image of randomly positioned InAs QDs on GaAs surface and tables listing 

the main growth parameters and structural properties of the QDs. Typically, the adjustment of 

one growth parameter affects several structural properties simultaneously and the combined 

effect defines the structural properties which, in turn, determine the optical and electrical 

properties of the QDs.   
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Figure 3.1: An AFM image of InAs QDs randomly positioned on GaAs surface. Surrounding 

lists indicate the main growth parameters and the structural properties of the QDs. 

3.3 Quantum dot position control 

In order to make quantum dots practical for advanced applications, precise control of the lateral 

position of a single QD, simultaneously with the control of its optical and electrical properties is 

required. Quantum information processing demonstrations introduced in section 3.1 were based 

on self-assembled, randomly positioned QDs. In order to attain scalability and practical devices, 

position control of the QDs is essential. In SK growth of QDs, the nucleation takes place at 

random locations induced e.g. by atomic layer steps or local strain fields. In site-controlled SK 

growth of QDs, the nucleation sites are defined by a lithographic step [54]. Local oxidation by 

atomic force nanolithography [55], focused ion beam lithography [56] and especially electron 

beam lithography [57-60] have been used to predefine the nucleation sites on the semiconductor 

surface. Techniques to form preferential nucleation sites for QDs include QD formation in small 

pits [55, 57, 58, 61], on preferential crystal planes [60, 62], in selective growth windows [63] 

and on locally modified strain fields by seed QDs [59, 61] or buried stressors [64]. Narrow 

exciton emission linewidths, single photon emission and coupling to a micropillar and photonic 

crystal (PhC) cavity have been demonstrated with SCQDs [55, 58-60, 65-67]. 

In this thesis, an UV-NIL based patterning process is utilized to form preferential nucleation 

sites for QDs. Approaches based on growth on etched pits and selective area growth are 

discussed in this section. The main focus is on SCQDs grown into GaAs pits. A schematic 

illustration of the SCQD growth is presented in Figure 3.2. Minimizing the surface energy and 

higher number of atomic layer steps in the pits than on the planar surface facilitates the QD 

growth in the pits. However, growth parameters have to be optimized for each structure to 
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control arsenic pressure and indium atom desorption from the surface and migration on the 

surface as indicated by the arrows in Figure 3.2(a). In addition to the growth parameters 

presented in Figure 3.1 in site-controlled QD growth, the properties of the pattern, such as size 

and shape of the pits and the periodicity, affect the structural properties of the QDs. 

 
Figure 3.2: (a) Indium atom adsorption (ad), desorption (d) and migration (m) on GaAs (brown) 

surface. (b) 2D wetting layer of InAs (yellow) and a quantum dot formed in the pit. 

3.3.1 Etched nanostructures for quantum dots 

In order to facilitate SCQD formation, the pattern dimensions have to be in the same range as 

the size of the QD. UV-NIL provides the required resolution, but also the etching process needs 

to be controlled with nanometer accuracy. For etching GaAs(100) surface, several etch 

chemistries based on wet chemical etching and dry etching with inductively coupled plasma 

reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) were explored in terms of etch profile and surface roughness 

[68]. Diluted solutions based on H2SO4, H3PO4, NH4OH,  HBr  and  H2O2, and plasma 

chemistries based on SiCl4, BCl3 and Cl2 were studied, respectively. Wet etching is based on 

chemical reaction whereas plasma assisted dry etching is a combination of chemical and 

physical removal of the target material. The best nanoscale etching was achieved using BCl3/Ar 

based chemistry and ICP-RIE with very low physical etch component [P1]. The process flow of 

an UV-NIL process for preparing pits on GaAs(100) surface is shown in Figure 3.3(a). 1) 

Stamp was brought into contact with the resist (mr-UVCur06, Micro Resist Technology GmbH) 

and the resist was cured using UV exposure and EVG 620 mask aligner (EV Group). 2) 

Residual layer etch was performed with oxygen plasma and RIE. 3) BCl3/Ar based chemistry 

and ICP-RIE was utilized for smooth and shallow GaAs etching. 4) Oxygen plasma and RIE 

were utilized for resist removal. Figure 3.3(b) shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) and 

AFM images of a patterned GaAs surface. A surface profile from the AFM scan in Figure 3.3(b) 

(a) (b) 
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shows an etch depth of 20 nm. Pit diameter and period of this structure were 90 nm and 180 nm, 

respectively. 

 
Figure 3.3: (a) 1) UV-NIL imprint, 2) Residual layer etch, 3) GaAs etch, 4) Resist removal. (b) 

SEM and AFM images of a patterned GaAs(100) surface. Pit diameter 90 nm, period 180 nm, 

depth 20 nm. 

In order to address optically a single QD, more than 1 µm separation between the SCQDs is 

required. Patterns having periods of 0.5 – 10 µm and pit diameters of 80 – 200 nm were used. 

Figure 3.4 shows SEM images of the samples with periods ranging from 0.5 µm to 10 µm. 

Additionally, 1.5 µm deep alignment marks were fabricated for particular samples in order to 

facilitate the structural and optical studies of the single SCQDs as well as the integration into an 

optical microcavity described in Section 3.5. Figure 3.4(a) shows the modified process. First 

three steps and the final cleaning were identical to the process described above. In step four, the 

shallow pits were covered by optical lithography fabricated resist mask (resist 2) and the 

alignment marks were etched using UV-NIL resist (resist 1) as an etch mask and BCl3/Cl2 based 

chemistry and ICP-RIE. The patterned sample with alignment marks and a sample having a 1 

µm overgrown GaAs on top of the structures are shown in Figure 3.5(b) and Figure 3.5(c), 

respectively. As indicated by the Figure 3.5(c), the alignment marks are clearly visible after a 

thick overgrowth of GaAs, which promotes the subsequent positioning. 
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Figure 3.4: SEM images of the samples with patterns having periods of 0.5 µm, 1 µm, 1.5 µm, 

2 µm, 2.5 µm, 3 µm, 5µm and 10 µm from top to the bottom, respectively. 

 
Figure 3.5: (a) The modified process for the fabrication of the alignment marks. The patterned 

sample with alignment marks (b) and a sample having a 1 µm overgrown GaAs on top of the 

structures (c).  

3.3.2 Impurities and native oxides 

Despite having advantageous properties described in chapter 2, UV-NIL requires polymers, 

which cause speci c concerns for achieving epi-ready surfaces. Polymers differ in their 

chemical composition from those typically used in other nanopatterning methods (e.g. EBL and 

LIL). Usually the polymers are insoluble to solvents. Some NIL polymers contain inorganic 

additives that additionally complicate the ex situ surface cleaning of the process residuals. 

Additionally, removing the surface oxides before the MBE growth is a key issue when 

combining ex situ patterning and epitaxial growth. 

In this thesis, removing the process residuals and native oxides was performed by combining 

plasma assisted cleaning, wet chemical etching and thermal annealing in the MBE chamber. 

The process steps are shown in Figure 3.6. Oxygen plasma and reactive ion etching (RIE) were 
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utilized to remove carbon-, hydrogen- and fluorine-related impurities [69]. Oxygen plasma is 

commonly used for volatilizing carbon and hydrogen compounds in resists. The etch parameters 

were optimized by studying the photoluminescence (PL) of a near surface quantum well sample 

exposed to oxygen plasma [P1]. The QW was separated from the surface by 50 nm GaAs layer 

and a decrease in the PL intensity was attributed to increased amount of defects induced by the 

plasma. Wet chemical treatment was utilized manly for the oxide removal, but also to remove 

processing related residuals that remained after the plasma treatment. Several chemicals were 

studied by measuring the PL from self-assembled QDs which were grown close to the 

processed surface [P1]. Separation between the processed surface and QDs was 5 nm. The 

deteriorated surface induces defects to the overgrown crystal, which degrades the optical quality 

of the QDs, thus reducing their PL intensity. A combination of isopropyl alcohol (IPA), HCl 

and NH4OH containing solutions produced the strongest PL intensity. IPA removes organic 

impurities, and HCl and NH4OH were mainly used for dissolving the oxides, i.e. As2O3, As2O5, 

Ga2O3, Ga2O and GaAsO4 [70]. The main target was to reduce the amount of Ga2O3, which 

requires high temperature for desorption and typically produces random holes on the surface 

during thermal desorption [71, 72]. A novel 3 M HCl:IPA solution was used since it was 

reported to leave arsenic rich surface which is preferable because of the low temperature needed 

to thermally desorb the arsenic compounds [73, 74]. Finally, thermal annealing at 590 °C in the 

MBE chamber was applied in order to desorb As compounds and oxides formed during the 

transport of the wafer in air from wet etching station into the MBE reactor. More detailed 

description about the cleaning procedures is presented in [68] and in [P1]. 

 
Figure 3.6. The process table describing the steps for the removal of the process residuals and 

native oxides. 
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3.3.3 Regrowth on patterned surface 

After the patterning, cleaning and native oxide removal, the samples were loaded into the MBE 

chamber. Before the QD growth, the samples were thermally annealed at 590 °C and a buffer 

layer of GaAs was grown. The buffer layer was used in order to separate the QDs from the 

processed regrowth interface and from the defects induced by the patterning. The thickness of 

the buffer layer was chosen based on the pattern geometry and PL intensity measurements from 

QDs on samples with different regrowth buffer thicknesses. QD PL peak intensities at 1200 nm 

as a function of the buffer thickness are shown in Figure 3.7. PL intensity from a reference 

sample without a regrowth step is marked as 100 nm buffer thickness in Figure 3.7. For most of 

the structures, 30 nm regrowth buffers were used. 

 

Figure 3.7: PL peak intensities at 1200 nm measured from capped QDs separated from the 

regrowth interface by the regrowth buffer. Intensity from a reference sample without the 

regrowth interface is marked as 100 nm buffer thickness. 

The buffer growth temperature was observed to have a strong effect on the filling of the pits. 

Asymmetric filling was observed at growth temperatures above 500 °C. This was due to the 

anisotropic Ga atom diffusion on the surface and orientation dependent attachment rate [75]. 

Figure 3.8 illustrates the effect of the buffer growth temperature and the optimization of the 

amount of deposited InAs on a pattern presented in Figure 3.3(b). GaAs buffer thickness for the 

samples was 30 nm. The buffer growth temperature was reduced from 540 °C in Figure 3.8(a) 

to 470 °C in Figure 3.8(b) and the amount of InAs from 1.8 ML in Figure 3.8(a) and (b) to 1.65 

ML in Figure 3.8(c). For 540 °C the pits were merged into grooves along [-110] crystal 

direction and for 470 °C the shape was preserved. Moreover, pits occupied primarily by single 

QDs were achieved with 1.65 ML InAs coverage. 
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Figure 3.8: AFM micrographs after GaAs buffer growth at 540 °C (a) and at 470 °C (b), (c) and 

InAs deposition of 1.8 ML (a), (b) and 1.65 ML (c). 

Though having preferential nucleation sites, the amount of InAs has to be closely matched to 

the density of the patterned structure. To further enhance the selectivity between the pits and the 

planar area, growth interrupted MBE [76] was utilized in the cases with low density QDs [P1, 

P4]. For optical studies of the single QDs, we used patterns with periods of 1.5 µm and 2.5 µm. 

70 % probability of occupying each pit with a single SCQD was achieved for 2.5 µm period and 

pit diameter of 100 nm after patterning [P2]. Even higher probability (90 %) of single QD 

occupancy was achieved for 1.5 µm period [P4]. Figure 3.9(a) shows SEM and AFM images of 

an array of single SCQDs with period of 2.5 µm. The pit size was reported to influence on the 

properties of SCQDs [P2]. The diameter of the pit was observed to double during the 

overgrowth of the 30 nm GaAs layer and the depth was reduced more for small pits than for the 

larger ones. Figure 3.9(b) shows the depth and diameter of the pit as a function of the initial pit 

diameter after UV-NIL patterning. AFM profiles of GaAs surface after patterning and after 

GaAs buffer and QD growth are shown in the inset.  

The size of a single QD grown in the pit was observed to depend on the pit size. Figure 3.10 

shows the QD height as a function of pit dimensions measured from AFM line scans. Lower 

surface energy caused by the concave surface curvature assisted the indium migration towards 

the bottom of the pit producing QDs, which were proportional to the size of the pit [77], [P2]. 

This was also confirmed by micrometer scale PL (µPL) measurements which are discussed in 

more detail in section 3.4. 
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Figure 3.9: (a) SEM and AFM images of an array of single SCQDs with period of 2.5 µm and 

initial diameter of 100 nm. (b) The depth and diameter of the pits after GaAs buffer deposition 

as a function of the initial pit diameter after UV-NIL patterning. Inset shows surface profiles of 

GaAs surface after patterning and after GaAs buffer and QD growth. 

 
Figure 3.10: QD height as a function of pit diameter (a) and depth (b). Solid lines indicate the 

average values. (c) AFM image of a SCQD in pit with diameter of 250 nm. 

For an alternative to dry etching, UV-NIL and anisotropic wet etching were utilized to form pits 

on GaAs(111)B surface. First, a SiO2 hard mask was fabricated on GaAs surface by UV-NIL. 

Second, a crystallographic etch consisting of bromine and methanol was utilized. The etching 

proceeds at different rates on (111)B and (111)A orientations, finally forming triangular shaped 

inverted pyramids on the surface [78]. The pyramids have (111)A type sidewalls and extremely 

sharp tips with vanishing differences between the pyramids. Extremely homogeneous SCQDs 

have been previously fabricated by MOVPE into inverted pyramids [79, 80]. Figure 3.11 shows 

SEM images of bromine methanol etched pits on GaAs(111)B surface and a pit filled with 

MBE grown InAs. It is extremely difficult to use MOVPE for growth on planar (111)B surface, 

which restrains from the device fabrication. Here, MBE is supposed to provide a solution, but 

there are also factors making growth on (111)B surface more complicated than on (100).  
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Figure 3.11: (a), (b) SEM images of bromine methanol etched pits on GaAs(111)B surface. (c) 

SEM image of an inverted pyramid filled with MBE grown InAs. 

Etched GaAs surface provides an excellent framework also for various applications consisting 

of double or multiple SCQDs as shown in Figure 3.12. We have studied the formation of InAs 

QDs on etched grooves on GaAs(100) along [011], [01-1], [010] and [001] crystal directions by 

varying the growth temperature and the thickness of the regrowth buffer [81]. We observed that 

these quantum dot chains had anisotropic optical properties induced by the pattern [82]. 

Additionally, we studied the effect of post growth annealing and strain reducing layer to the 

optical properties of quantum dot chains [83, 84]. Figure 3.12(b) shows InAs QD chains in [001] 

direction and a combination of [010] and [001] oriented grooves is presented in Figure 3.12(c).  

 

Figure 3.12: AFM images of SCQDs with various pattern geometries with periods of 300 nm 

(a), 180 nm (b) and 500 nm (c). 
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3.3.4 Selective area growth 

Furthermore, we achieved lateral position control of the QDs without etching the semiconductor 

surface using selective area growth (SAG). In SAG the pattern is defined by a mask layer 

exposing the surface on predefined locations. With suitable growth conditions the sticking 

coefficient of gallium atoms on SiO2 surface is reduced and GaAs is grown selectively in SiO2 

openings [85, 86]. We have used UV-NIL process for SiO2 mask fabrication and subsequent 

SAG of GaAs mesas for guided self-assembly of InAs QDs [87]. The size, shape and facets of 

the mesa define the number of QDs grown on it. Figure 3.13 shows single InAs QDs on 

selectively grown GaAs mesas in SiO2 openings. We observed that after SAG the SiO2 mask 

was difficult to remove in standard hydrofluoric-based chemicals, which restricts the use of 

SAG in device applications. This was attributed to the diffusion of Ga onto SiO2. Furthermore, 

we used identical UV-NIL patterning process for SAG of indium phosphide (InP) on InP and 

silicon wafers [88, 89]. QD growth on InP substrates has been developed in order to achieve 

emission wavelengths suitable for telecommunication bands (i.e. 1.3 – 1.55 µm) [90].   

 

Figure 3.13: SEM images of single InAs QDs on selectively grown GaAs mesas in circular (a) 

and cross shaped (b) SiO2 openings. 

3.4 Optical properties of single site-controlled quantum 

dots 

The optical properties of quantum dots are defined by their electronic structure. The density of 

states for electrons and holes, which describes the number of quantum states per unit energy, is 

an important parameter when specifying the optical properties of semiconductors. The density 

of states is strongly modified when the dimensions of the structure become small and the 
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confinement for electrons and holes is increased in one or several dimensions. Figure 3.14 

describes the density of states function when the dimensionality of the structure is reduced from 

3D to 2D, 1D and 0D. 

 
Figure 3.14: Schematic illustrations of the density of states function g(Energy) for 3D, 2D, 1D 

and 0D structures. 

Already in the 1970’s, quantum confinement of carriers in one dimension (2D structure in 

Figure 3.14) led to the application of quantum well (QW) laser [9]. In QW lasers the threshold 

current was reduced by an order of magnitude as compared to a bulk double heterostructure 

laser (3D structure in Figure 3.14) [10]. Confinement in two and three dimensions opened 

quantum wire (1D structure in Figure 3.14) and quantum dot (0D structure in Figure 3.14) 

research, respectively. When the confinement increases, the number of available states near the 

band edge is increased. In addition to the increased overlapping of electron and hole wave 

functions due to the spatial localization, this increases the probability of the optical transition. 

This effect is illustrated by the Fermi’s golden rule, shown in Equation (3.1), describing the rate 

of the spontaneous emission. 

)(4 22
EnergygM

h
W ifif , (3.1) 

where Wif is the transition rate between initial and final states, Mif is the optical matrix element 

and g(Energy) is the density of final states. Mif is increased by the spatial localization of carriers 

and g(Energy) near the band edge by the confinement as discussed above [10]. 

In quantum dots, the carriers are confined in all three dimensions resulting in atomic like energy 

levels as shown in 0D structure in Figure 3.14. The band gap of InAs is smaller than the band 

gap of GaAs facilitating the capture of both electrons and holes into the InAs QD. Schematics 

of the band structure of an InAs QD in GaAs matrix is shown in Figure 3.15(a). Depending on 

the size of the potential well formed by the QD, different amount of energy states for electrons 
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and holes are accommodated within the QD. Typically, the carriers are injected optically or 

electrically into GaAs, from which they are captured by the QD via the WL. In the QD, the 

carriers are rapidly relaxed to the ground state and recombined emitting a photon (red arrow in 

Figure 3.15(a)). The capture and relaxation of carriers takes place in the order of ps, whereas 

the radiative lifetime for the carriers is in the order of ns. Multiple electrons and holes can be 

trapped simultaneously into the QD if the carrier injection is substantial. This causes state 

filling and recombination from the excited states takes place. Allowed transitions between the 

electron and hole states are described by the selection rules, which depend on the QD properties. 

For InAs QDs on GaAs it has been shown that the excited state emission occurs between the 

electron and hole states with the same quantum number [91]. The states are often referred to as 

s-, p- and d-shells consistent with atomic orbitals. A µPL measurement of the s-shell of a single 

QD is shown in Figure 3.17. Furthermore, the hole states are divided into so called heavy-hole 

and light-hole states depending on their effective mass. Additionally, the degeneracy between 

the heavy-holes and light-holes is lifted in compressively strained InAs, where the hole ground 

state consequently has more heavy-hole characteristics [92].  

 
Figure 3.15: (a) A schematic illustration of the band structure of InAs QD in GaAs matrix and 

possible exciton configurations (b) for neutral single exciton (X), charged single exciton (X*) 

and biexciton (2X). 

3.4.1 Emission energy and linewidth 

In order to incorporate QDs into optoelectronic devices they are capped by a semiconductor 

layer. This reduces efficiently the unwanted non-radiative recombination at the surface states. 
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QD properties are strongly affected by the overgrowth parameters during the capping. In 

radiative recombination process of an electron-hole pair (exciton) in QD, a photon is emitted. 

The energy and wavelength of the emitted photon is defined by the energy separation of the 

electron and hole states. The main parameters affecting the energy states in QD are the 

composition and height of the QD. For InAs QDs on GaAs, the emission energy has been 

reported to range from 1.4 eV, for very shallow QDs, to 0.8 eV for high QDs [93]. In single QD 

spectroscopy the energy states of one quantum dot are probed by injecting carriers into the QD 

and measuring the emitted photons. The emission spectrum of a single quantum dot shows 

several extremely narrow peaks associated with excitonic states such as neutral single exciton 

(X), charged single exciton (X*), biexciton (2X) and charged biexciton (2X*). The excitonic 

states are schematically shown in Figure 3.15(b). Neutral single exciton consists of one 

electron-hole pair whereas a charged exciton has an extra electron or hole and the biexciton two 

electron-hole pairs confined in the QD. Perturbations caused by the electrostatic interactions 

separate the excitonic states in energy [94]. Coulomb interactions cause e.g. the biexciton 

emission energy to differ from the exciton emission energy by the biexciton binding energy, 

which is typically in the order of a few meV. The excitonic states are identified by using either 

resonant or non-resonant excitation, and temperature, polarization or excitation power 

dependent measurements [95-97], as described in more detail later in this section and in the 

following section. The prospect of emitting single photons from a QD is based on the cascaded 

emission process and slightly different emission energies of the excitonic energy states. The last 

photon emitted after a short excitation pulse is separated in energy from the other ones, which 

facilitates the isolation of those photons [94]. This makes the QD a potential source of triggered 

single photons.  

The homogeneous linewidth of the ground state exciton is in the order of a few µeV as studied 

by resonant optical excitation [98]. However, when using non-resonant optical excitation in PL 

studies, the linewidth is strongly increased by the fluctuating charge distribution in the QD 

environment. This effect is commonly referred to as spectral diffusion. In the case of site-

controlled QDs, the regrowth interface and ex-situ patterning induce defects very close to the 

QD environment. This causes reduction in the luminescence intensity and broadening of the 

linewidth. Intense and spectrally narrow luminescence peaks are desired when spectrally 

selecting a single line, coupling an emission state and an optical cavity mode [99] or generating 

indistinguishable photons [59]. 
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In QD ensembles the size and composition distribution causes inhomogeneous broadening to 

the emission energy spectrum, which consists of the emission peaks from several QDs. The 

inhomogeneous broadening typically varies from 15 meV up to 100 meV depending on the 

growth conditions. However, values down to 4 meV have been reported when using site-

controlled growth on inverted pyramids on GaAs(111) wafers [79]. In this thesis, integrated QD 

ensemble PL was utilized when optimizing the surface cleaning, as discussed in section 3.3.2, 

and choosing the regrowth buffer thickness, as discussed in section 3.3.1. 

Schematic of the µPL setup used in this thesis for the optical measurements of single QDs is 

shown in Figure 3.16. The sample was mounted in a low vibration closed-cycle helium cryostat 

and cooled down to 5 K. The laser beam used for optical excitation at 532 nm was focused 

down to a spot size of 1 µm on the sample with a 50x high numerical aperture objective. The 

emitted PL light was collected by the same objective and dispersed with a 0.75 m spectrometer 

equipped with a 1800 lines/mm grating and a cooled CCD detector. The spectral resolution of 

the setup was 30 µeV. A typical excitation power dependent µPL measurement of a capped 

InAs/GaAs single SCQD is shown in Figure 3.17. The QDs were fabricated with 2.5 µm 

separation and they were surrounded by alignment marks facilitating the optical addressing and 

identification of each individual QD. The corresponding surface SCQDs were shown in Figure 

3.9. The integrated intensities obtained from the µPL spectra shown in Figure 3.17(a) are 

plotted as a function of the laser power for the X, 2X and X* peaks in Figure 3.17(b). The inset 

in Figure 3.17(a) shows a linewidth of 41 µeV. We achieved recently a resolution limited 

linewidth of 32 µeV for another SCQD [100]. The solid lines in Figure 3.17(b) represent fitting 

the data to the relation I  Pn , where I is the integrated intensity for the peak and P is the 

excitation power. For n, we obtained values of 0.7, 0.9 and 1.4 for X, X* and 2X peaks, 

respectively. Theoretical estimations based on rate equations would lead to n values of one and 

two for X and 2X, respectively [101]. However, deviations from those values have been 

reported previously and the fact that the intensities of the 2X peak are proportional to the square 

of the intensities of the X peak, as shown in the inset in Figure 3.17(b), confirm the 

identification [102, 103]. Additionally, the fine-structure splitting (FSS) measurement discussed 

in more detail in section 3.4.2 resulted in symmetric polarization dependence for X and 2X 

peaks. The biexciton binding energy for this SCQD was 2.1 meV. 
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Figure 3.16: A schematic illustration of the µPL setup for optical measurements of single QDs. 

The excitation wavelength was 532 nm and the sample was mounted on a precision piezo stage 

in the He cryostat. An external light source (not shown) and the camera were used for coarse 

sample alignment. The polarizer and a rotating half waveplate were used for polarization 

dependent measurements. 

 
Figure 3.17: (a) Measured µPL spectra at different excitation powers using excitation at 532 nm. 

The inset shows a spectrum of the SCQD measured at 7 K and at 0.25 nW excitation power. 

The Lorentzian fit to the exciton peak shows a linewidth of 41 µeV. (b) The integrated 

intensities as a function of the laser power for X, 2X and X* peaks for a single SCQD. The inset 

shows intensities of the 2X peak as a function of the intensity of the X peak.  

Several single SCQDs in pits with diameters of 80 nm, 100 nm and 120 nm were measured in 

order to study the SCQD size dependence on the pit size. QD height before capping as a 

function of the pit diameter and depth were shown in Figure 3.10. The SCQDs were capped at 
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relatively high temperature (540 °C), which strongly reduced the QD height and caused In/Ga 

intermixing. It allowed measurements within the charge-coupled device (CCD) detector range 

below the wavelength of 1000 nm (above 1.24 eV). Figure 3.18 shows the emission energy 

related to the X peak as well as the linewidth of the peak as a function of the pit diameter after 

patterning. The emission energy decreased with increasing pit size. This was due to the 

increasing QD height with increasing pit size as observed in the AFM measurements in section 

3.3.1 [P2]. Additionally, the linewidth was observed to decrease with increasing pit size. This 

was attributed to the spectral diffusion caused by charged defects in the QD environment. 

 
Figure 3.18: Emission energy and linewidth of the X peak in a SCQD as a function of the pit 

diameter after patterning measured at 40 K. Average values are indicated by solid lines. 

In addition to the single linewidth measurement, the optical quality of SCQDs was evaluated by 

measuring time-resolved µPL and temperature dependent optical properties of the QDs [P4, P3]. 

Defects induced by the patterning process cause non-radiative recombination channels, which 

were assessed by measuring the PL decay time and the optical properties as a function of 

temperature. Decay time provides a sensitive method to evaluate structural differences between 

QDs because it is affected by non-radiative recombination channels. For SCQDs in an array, an 

average decay time of 669 ps was obtained. It is consistent with previous results for self-

assembled quantum dots (SAQDs) [104, 105]. 

Figure 3.19 shows PL intensity images at 5 K, 40 K and 70 K from an area with diameter of 30 

µm, including the edge of an array of SCQDs and a few SAQDs outside the array. Regular 

bright spots with the period of 1.5 µm were observed, reproducing the patterned array. Only a 

few interstitial QDs were observed within an array of more than one hundred SCQDs.  At 5 K, 

the image was dominated by the emission from WL. At 40 K, the WL emission was reduced 
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and emission from SCQDs pronounced with an increase in the intensity related to the single 

exciton emission. At 70 K, most of the QDs exhibited bright luminescence but emission from 

some individual QDs was strongly decreased due to the thermal escape of carriers. 

We selected randomly a SCQD and a SAQD from the area shown in Figure 3.19 and performed 

temperature dependent µPL measurements on the QDs. Figure 3.20 shows the energy (a) and 

linewidth (b) of the exciton emission peaks as a function of temperature. The X emission 

energies and linewidths for both QDs had very similar temperature dependencies. The band gap 

of InAs is decreased with increasing temperature as described by Varshni’s empirical law [106], 

shown in Equation (3.2). 

)(
)(

2

0 T
TETEg , (3.2) 

where Eg is the band gap energy, E0 is the band gap energy at 0 K, T is temperature, and and 

are fitting parameters. The solid lines in Figure 3.20(a) representing Varshni’s law shifted in 

energy and with InAs parameters agree well with the measured data points [107-109]. Below 30 

K the exciton linewidth was limited by the spectral resolution of the setup (66 µeV). Above 30 

K the linewidth increased rapidly due to phonon scattering [110], consistent with previous 

results for SAQDs [111] and SCQDs [112, 113]. 

 
Figure 3.19: PL intensity images at 5 K, 40 K and 70 K from the edge of an array of SCQDs 

with the period of 1.5 µm. The intensity was measured within the spectral range of 850 – 1000 

nm and excitation power of 1.77 µW and wavelength of 532 nm was used.  
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Figure 3.20: (a) Exciton emission energy as a function of temperature. Solid lines represent fits 

to Varshni’s law. (b) Exciton linewidth as a function of temperature. 

3.4.2 Exciton fine-structure splitting 

The exciton state in an ideal symmetric QD consists of degenerate spin-up and spin-down states. 

However, the degeneracy in a typical QD is lifted because of the electron-hole exchange 

interaction and an in-plane asymmetry of the QD [114]. Due to the splitting of the levels, 

linearly polarized emission along the lateral crystallographic axes is observed [10]. The energy 

separation of the levels is called exciton fine-structure splitting (FSS). Minimization of the FSS 

to the order of a few µeV is essential in order to produce polarization entangled photons by 

biexciton-exciton cascade [47, 48]. A schematic illustration of the energy levels, polarizations 

and FSS as well as polarization resolved µPL measurements of a SCQD are shown in Figure 

3.21. In a QD without FSS in exciton state (Figure 3.21(a)) circularly polarized light is emitted 

in both X and 2X recombinations. For a QD with FSS (Figure 3.21(b)), two possible 

recombination paths exist, both emitting linearly polarized light with orthogonal polarizations 

[115]. The biexciton state has no splitting because the net spin of the electrons and holes is zero, 

but the splitting of the X state causes linearly polarized 2X emission with 90 degree phase shift 

as compared to the X emission, as shown in Figure 3.21(d). Figure 3.21(c) shows two µPL 

measurements with orthogonal polarizations from a SCQD. The position of the 2X peak is 

shifted to higher energy when changing from x- to y-polarization and the position of the X peak 

is shifted by the same amount but in the opposite direction. Figure 3.21(d) shows relative peak 

positions for X and 2X peaks as a function of the polarization angle obtained from Lorentzian 

fits to the data. Error bars indicate the error in Lorentzian fitting and fitted sine functions are 
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presented by solid lines for both of the peaks. FSS was deduced from the peak to peak values of 

the sinusoidal fits. The FSS value for this SCQD was 11 µeV.     

 
Figure 3.21: Schematic illustrations of the energy levels in a QD without FSS (a) and with FSS 

(b). (c) µPL spectra showing X and 2X peaks from a SCQD. Solid and dotted lines represent y- 

and x-polarized detection, respectively. (d) Relative X and 2X peak positions as a function of 

the polarization angle obtained from Lorentzian fits to the data. Error bars indicate the error in 

Lorentzian fitting and fitted sine functions are presented by solid lines for both of the peaks. 

Polarization dependent measurements of 17 single SCQDs were performed in order to 

statistically assess the FSS in the SCQDs fabricated by UV-NIL and MBE [P2]. FSS values 

from 4 µeV up to 27 µeV were obtained and the average value was 15.7 µeV, which is a very 

low value since typical FSS values for SCQDs on GaAs(100) surface have been reported to 

range from 20 µeV to 60 µeV [58, 116]. Summary of the FSS values as a function of the 

emission energy and an exemplary measurement providing the FSS value of 4.4 µeV are 

presented in Figure 3.22. We did not observe any dependence of the FSS on the emission 

energy as was previously reported [115, 117]. This was attributed to the relatively small FSS 

and small QDs due to capping at high temperature [P2]. 
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Figure 3.22: Exciton peak energies as a function of the polarization angle obtained from 

Lorentzian fits to the polarization dependent µPL measurement of a SCQD. The solid line 

represents a sinusoidal fit from which the FSS value was calculated and marked as a red circle 

in the inset. The inset shows FSS values for 17 single SCQDs as a function of the emission 

energy and the average value of 15.7 µeV as a dashed line. The error bars indicate the error in 

fitting to the data. 

InAs QDs on GaAs(100) surface are typically elongated along [1-10] direction causing 

polarization orientations along [1-10] and [110] crystal directions but also other orientations 

have been observed [118, 119]. In addition, a small FSS is predicted even for structurally 

symmetric QDs due to anisotropic strain field, piezoelectric effect and reduced atomistic 

symmetry [120]. Several post growth methods, such as thermal annealing and the application of 

electric or magnetic field, to tune FSS have been demonstrated [118, 121-123]. Thermal 

annealing is based on the reduced long-range exchange interaction due to the reduction in the 

confinement potential and effects on the shape- and piezoelectricity-induced exciton asymmetry. 

An in-plane electric field is used to tune the overlap of the electron and hole wave functions and 

Zeeman splitting is utilized in magnetic field tuning. 

3.5 Quantum dot integration into an optical cavity 

Coupling an emitter to the ambient light field defined by an optical cavity gives rise to an 

enhanced light-matter interaction. Cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) stands for the field 

where the emitter is coupled with a low mode volume cavity providing 3D photon confinement 

[124]. The cQED is divided into weak and strong coupling regimes depending on the strength 
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of the emitter-photon interaction. In the weak coupling regime, the spontaneous emission rate is 

enhanced as compared to its vacuum level by tuning the cavity mode into resonance with the 

emitter. The enhancement is described by the so called Purcell effect [125]. The decay time of 

the emitter is reduced due to the resonant cavity mode. In the strong coupling regime, reversible 

energy exchange between the emitter and the cavity mode takes place and a vacuum Rabi 

splitting is observed. An anti-crossing of the cavity peak and the QD peak is observed in the 

µPL spectrum. This coherent coupling is the main target when utilizing cQED in quantum 

information processing [126].   

Quantum dot integration into the optical cavities consisting of microdiscs, PhC cavities and 

micropillars has been demonstrated [65, 67, 127]. PhC cavities have very small mode volumes 

and high quality factor cavities have been fabricated out of both microdisc and PhC cavities. 

However, the light extraction and electrical contacting is more difficult than for micropillars. In 

this thesis, SCQDs were integrated into the micropillar cavities. The emission profile from a 

micropillar has appealing vertical directionality and they are easily adapted to electrical 

injection schemes [65]. 

First, a sample consisting of capped SCQDs with 2.5 µm period was fabricated on a 25 pair 

GaAs/AlGaAs distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) as described in section 3.3.1. An optimized 

patterning process was used to form 1.5 µm deep alignment marks for each SCQD, in order to 

align micropillars after the top DBR overgrowth [P2]. Here, the shallow pits for SCQDs were 

covered by optical lithography fabricated resist mask and the alignment marks were etched 

using UV-NIL resist as an etch mask and BCl3/Cl2 based chemistry and ICP-RIE. Second, 

another regrowth step consisting of a 20 pair GaAs/AlGaAs top DBR was applied. Third, 

aligned FIB induced deposition of platinum was utilized to form an etch mask for the 

micropillars. Circular platinum features were used in the fabrication of a SiO2 etch mask for the 

final GaAs/AlGaAs dry etching. Finally, ICP-RIE etching and SiCl4/Ar based chemistry were 

utilized to form micropillars around the SCQDs. Each SCQD was located in the middle of a 1-  

cavity consisting of GaAs. SEM image of an array of 25 micropillars is shown in Figure 3.23.  
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Figure 3.23: SEM image of a micropillar array, each pillar including SCQDs. The diameters of 

the pillars are 1 µm and the period is 2.5 µm.  

Temperature tuning was utilized to spectrally align the cavity (C) peak and X peak into 

resonance. Temperature dependence is stronger for the X peak, as described in section 3.4.1, 

than for the cavity peak. Cavity peak is shifted in energy mainly due to the temperature 

dependent refractive index of GaAs. Figure 3.24 shows a µPL measurement of a SCQD inside a 

1 µm diameter micropillar as a function of temperature. Figure 3.24(a) shows µPL spectra 

measured at 35 K, 45 K and 55 K and Lorentzian fits to the data for cavity (C) peak (blue curve) 

and for X peak (red curve). The energies of the peaks as a function of temperature are shown in 

the upper panel of Figure 3.24(b). Solid lines show Varshni’s law and linear fits for the X and C 

peaks, respectively. Crossing of the lines takes place at 44 K, where the intensity of the X peak 

is at maximum. The lower panel in Figure 3.24(b) shows the integrated intensity of the X peak. 

A clear increase in the intensity was observed around 44 K as an indication of the QD-cavity 

coupling. However, no anti-crossing was observed, thus implicating the operation in the weak 

coupling regime. The estimated value for the quality factor of the cavity was in the order of 

1000.  
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Figure 3.24: (a) µPL spectra of a SCQD inside a 1 µm diameter micropillar measured at 35 K, 

45 K and 55 K and Lorentzian fits to the data for cavity (C) peak (blue dashed curve) and for X 

peak (red solid curve). (b) The emission energy and intensity of the X peak as a function of 

temperature obtained from Lorentzian fits. Upper panel shows also the energy of the cavity (C) 

peak. Solid lines represent fits to Varshni’s law and linear fit for X and C peaks, respectively.  
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Chapter 4 

4 Antireflection Coatings 

In this chapter, design and fabrication of a nanostructured antireflection coating are described. 

The first two sections introduce the background of antireflective coatings and their application 

in the field of photovoltaics. The last section describes the properties and fabrication of a novel 

nanostructured antireflection coating based on high resolution, high throughput UV-NIL 

patterning, and its integration onto III-V semiconductor solar cells. 

4.1 High efficiency solar cells 

The most common solar cell technology in consumer applications is based on silicon. Silicon 

solar cells consist of monocrystalline (c-Si), polycrystalline (poly-Si) or amorphous silicon. 

Monocrystalline silicon solar cells have the highest conversion efficiencies but are more 

expensive than the polycrystalline ones. The typical efficiencies of silicon solar cells are in the 

range of 13 – 18 % [128], but the record is 25 % [11]. Solar cells based on III-V semiconductor 

technology, have efficiencies ranging from 29 % for GaAs cell to more than 40 % for 

multijunction solar cells [11]. Other types of technologies are organic and dye-sensitized solar 

cells, having record efficiencies of 10.7 % and 11.9 %, respectively [11]. 

The deployment of high-efficiency multijunction III-V semiconductor solar cells in terrestrial 

solar power plants has attracted increasing interest in the past few years because of the 

development of advanced solar concentrator systems that are able to meet grid parity. 

Photovoltaic concentrators are used to collect sunlight from large area to relatively small solar 
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cells by lenses or mirrors [129]. The aim is to reduce the area of the expensive solar cell and use 

less expensive lenses and mirrors. Concentration ratios (ratio between the module aperture area 

and the cell area) of some tens or hundreds of suns for silicon solar cells and up to 2000 suns for 

III-V solar cells have been used [11, 129]. Conversion efficiencies of more than 40 % have been 

demonstrated for three-junction III-V cells using concentrators [130, 131] and even higher 

efficiencies are predicted for cells with more than three junctions [132]. Recently, an American 

company called Solar Junction has set the new world record in solar cell efficiency, 44.0 %, 

under 942 suns [11]. 

Due to the exploitation of multiple absorption bands, multijunction solar cells exhibit a wide 

absorption spectrum ranging from 300 nm to beyond 1800 nm. In multijunction solar cells 

separate p-n junctions of different materials are used to absorb light within narrow spectral 

ranges. When connecting these multiple p-n junctions in series with tunnel junctions in between, 

a wide absorption spectrum is achieved. The utilization of materials absorbing at different 

wavelengths lowers the so called quantum defect, which describes the energy lost as heat in the 

absorption process. A schematic illustration of a triple junction solar cell and its absorption 

bands are presented in Figure 4.1. The absorption bands in Figure 4.1(b) are described by the 

schematic external quantum efficiency curves, which refer to the percentage of photons, 

converted into electric current at certain wavelengths, and includes the optical losses. Typical 

materials for light absorption are GaInP (absorbing within the spectral range of 300 – 650 nm), 

GaAs (650 – 850 nm), GaInAsN, InGaAs (850 – 1200 nm) and Ge (900 - 1850 nm) [11, 129, 

130]. To fully exploit the potential of multijunction cells, broadband antireflection coatings 

should be employed to reduce the high discontinuity of the refractive index at the 

semiconductor-air interface. Without an antireflective coating, III-V solar cells have 

reflectivities typically in the order of 30 %, but the coating can reduce the reflectivity well 

below one percent within certain spectral range [129]. In addition to the requirement for broader 

antireflection coatings, multijunction solar cells are more sensitive than single-junction cells to 

variations of the reflectivity because of the current matching requirements [129]. In series-

connected multijunction device, the subcell generating the lowest photocurrent limits the 

current of the entire device. The reflectance spectrum of the antireflection coating thus greatly 

affects the photocurrent generated by each subcell. Deviation of the coating from the optimum 

reflectance results in increased current mismatch. 
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Figure 4.1. A schematic structure of a triple junction solar cell (a) and its illustrative absorption 

bands (b). The solar spectrum (black line) is shown on the left y-scale and the illustrative 

external quantum efficiencies (blue, green and red lines) on the right y-scale. 

4.2 Thin film coatings 

The most common thin film coatings for antireflection purposes consist of oxides, fluorides and 

nitrides of various materials. They can be fabricated by well-established volume production 

techniques such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or physical vapor deposition (PVD). The 

reflectivity can be reduced below one percent by using single or double layer dielectric coatings, 

but the spectral bandwidth where the reflectivity is the lowest is limited [133]. When using e.g. 

a double layer coating designed to have its minimum reflectivity at 600 nm with ideal refractive 

indices, the bandwidth where the reflectivity is below 5 % is less than 1000 nm [134]. In reality, 

the refractive indices cannot be chosen arbitrarily, but based on real materials with certain 

indices and other properties. Typical materials used in thin film antireflection coatings are Y2O3, 

Sc2O3, La2O3, Si3N4, SiO2, HfO2, ZrO2, Ta2O5, TiO2, Al2O3, ZnS and MgF2 [128, 134]. The 

bandwidth with typical materials is in the order of a few hundred nanometers for multilayer 

structures [128]. Additionally, the reflectivity at large incident angle is increased compared to 

the reflectivity at normal incidence, which complicates their integration into a concentrator 

system, where the angle of incidence is increased [135]. The optimization of dielectric 

multilayer structures for the use as antireflection coatings in high efficiency III-V solar cells is 
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therefore challenging. However, thin film coatings are well suitable for silicon solar cells, 

which utilize spectral range from 400 nm to 1100 nm. 

A  two  layer  MgF2 /  Ta2O5 antireflection coating was used in solar cell reaching to 41.1 % 

efficiency [131]. Complex, nanoporous and co-sputtered materials have also been used as 

multilayer antireflection coatings. In the case of nanoporous SiO2 the refractive index can be 

tuned down to 1.05 [136]. Co-sputtering enables the tuning of the refractive index by mixing 

two materials, such as SiO2 and TiO2. A six-layer antireflection coating consisting of these 

materials has been calculated to possess an average reflectivity of 5 % for incident angles from 

0 to 90 degrees and within the spectral range of 400 – 1500 nm [135].  

4.3 Nanostructured coatings 

A recent approach to fabricate broadband antireflective coatings is to exploit the so called moth-

eye concept and fabricate sub-wavelength nanostructures on the surface of the solar cell [137]. 

Antireflective properties in the eyes of insects were studied already in the 1970’s [138]. Due to 

its sub-wavelength nature, this type of nanostructure provides a graded transition of the 

effective refractive index between air and the semiconductor surface, and thus, decreases 

efficiently the amount of reflected light in a broad wavelength range and at all incident angles 

[138, 139]. A schematic illustration of the graded refractive index is shown in Figure 4.2. Moth-

eye antireflection structures can be fabricated on various materials by etching or molding. The 

fabrication of moth-eye structures on polyethylene terephthalate (PET), diamond, silicon, GaAs 

and GaSb layers has been demonstrated [137, 139-143]. 

 
Figure 4.2: A schematic illustration of the graded refractive index from air to semiconductor 

induced by nanostructured coating. 
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The most popular technique to fabricate the moth-eye structure has been nanoimprint 

lithography. It is capable of producing 3D nanopatterns on large areas, which is essential in 

solar cell applications. The dimensions of the structures are in the order of a few hundred 

nanometers. Moth-eye structures producing the lowest reflectivity so far on silicon had a period 

of 230 nm and height of 700 nm [139]. The average reflectivity in the spectral range of 400 – 

1000 nm was less than 3 % for incident angles up to 45 degrees. Even lower reflectivities were 

obtained for a moth-eye structure made on acrylic resin on PET substrate optimized for c-Si 

solar cells [140]. This structure exchibited less than one percent reflectivity in the wavelength 

range from 400 to 1170 nm with the following dimensions of the nanopillars: 200 nm height, 90 

nm bottom width and 50 nm top width.  

A performance increase from 10.4 % to 13.5 % in efficiency has been reported on poly-Si p-n 

junction solar cell with moth-eye coating [144]. This was mainly due to the increase in short 

circuit current produced by higher number of photons entering and absorbed in the p-n junction. 

Large scale outdoor experiment on moth-eye coated c-Si photovoltaic module yielded 5 % 

higher efficiency than for the uncoated one [145]. Furthermore, an increase from 27.77 % to 

28.69 % in the efficiency of a GaAs solar cell induced by a moth-eye coating has been reported 

[146]. 

4.3.1 Fabrication and characterization 

The fabrication of moth-eye antireflection coatings by UV-NIL process on AlInP surface was 

demonstrated in Ref. [P5]. AlInP has a very large band gap and high transparency. Therefore, it 

is widely used as a window layer on III-V multijunction solar cells in order to passivate the 

emitter [131]. The refractive index of AlInP is approximately three within a wide spectral range, 

which makes it a suitable material for grading the refractive index from air to the semiconductor 

solar cell, which has refractive indices around 3 – 3.5.  

Three nanostructured samples (denoted as A-C) were fabricated on 1 µm thick AlInP layer 

grown by MBE on n-type GaAs(100) substrate. The master template was fabricated by an UV-

NIL based lift-off process and consisted of nanocones in a square array [147]. The nanocone 

master template was, in turn, fabricated utilizing laser interference lithography patterned master 

template. The period of the cones was 300 nm, height was 190 nm and base diameter was 130 

nm. First, the structure was transferred from UV-NIL resist (AMONIL, AMO GmbH) to SiNx 
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hard mask using RIE. Second, ICP-RIE and Cl2/N2/Ar based chemistry was utilized in AlInP 

etching. The dimensions of AlInP nanocones were tuned by changing the etch conditions. SEM 

images of the etched samples A-C are shown in Figure 4.3. The measures of the nanocones 

were (top diameter/base diameter/height) 30/170/370 nm (sample A), 50/220/370 nm (sample B) 

and 80/300/440 nm (sample C) [P5].  

 
Figure 4.3: SEM images of moth-eye nanostructures on AlInP on the samples A, B and C. 

The reflectivity of the nanostructured samples was measured within spectral range of 450 – 

1650 nm. Figure 4.4 shows the reflectance spectra for samples A - C and for a reference sample 

having a planar, 1 µm thick AlInP on GaAs. The mean reflectivities within the spectral range of 

450 – 1650 nm were 26.4 %, 14.6 %, 8.9 % and 2.7 % for the reference sample and samples A, 

B and C, respectively. The mean reflectivities were strongly reduced when the base diameter of 

the cones was increased. This behavior can be understood by the reduction of the flat area 

between the nanocones and by the reduction of the effective discontinuity of the refractive 

index, thus providing a smooth transition from air to semiconductor [P5]. 
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Figure 4.4: Reflectance spectra for the samples A, B, C and the reference sample. 

A rather simple way to assess the optical losses induced by the AlInP nanostructure is to 

measure photoluminescence emitted from the underlying GaAs substrate, as we did on the 

sample C and the reference sample. The standard method where reflection and transmission 

measurements are used cannot be directly applied because of the high absorption of GaAs 

below 870 nm. We performed two separate measurements using excitation at 785 nm and at 532 

nm. This method provides the information about the losses at the laser wavelengths and within 

the GaAs emission range. Corresponding PL intensities are shown in Figure 4.5(a) and (c). The 

measured GaAs PL intensity was clearly higher for sample C than for the reference sample for 

both of the excitation wavelengths. This can be interpreted as improved antireflective properties 

of the surface for both incident laser light and emitted PL. In order to assess the losses within 

the nanostructure we calculated equalized PL intensities using Equation (4.1) [P5]. This way it 

is possible to take into account the reflection of the incident laser beam (the first term), 

reflection of the GaAs PL emission (the second term) and the absorption of the laser light and 

PL emission in AlInP (the last term). 

xRR
II

PLlaserlaser

meas
PLeq

PL exp
1

1
1

1
 (4.1) 

where eq
PLI  and meas

PLI  are equalized and measured PL intensities, respectively, laserR  is 

the surface reflectivity at laser wavelength, R  is the wavelength dependent surface 

reflectivity, laser  and PL  are the absorption coefficients for incident laser and GaAs PL, 

respectively, and x is the effective thickness of the AlInP layer. 
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Figure 4.5: Measured and equalized GaAs PL intensities for excitations at 785 nm (a), (b) and at 

532 nm (c), (d). 

Wavelength dependent absorption coefficients for AlInP can be calculated from extinction 

coefficient measured by spectroscopic ellipsometer using Equation (4.2) [P5]. The extinction 

coefficient is shown in Figure 4.6(a). 

4,PLlaser  (4.2) 

where is the extinction coefficient and  is either the wavelength of the laser light or the 

PL emission. Equalized PL spectra are shown in Figure 4.5(b) and (d). After the equalization, 

PL spectra show almost similar behavior for both excitation wavelengths. It indicates that in 

addition to the absorption in AlInP, which was taken into account in Equation (4.1), there were 

no other major loss mechanisms, although the surface area has increased by more than a factor 

of three. 

4.3.2 Simulation 

Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method and a free-software package called MEEP were 

utilized to simulate the reflectivity of the nanostructured surfaces [148]. When using FDTD, the 

parameters of the structures can be applied directly without an effective index approximation, 

which is inevitable with many other simulation techniques [141-143]. AlInP properties were 

modeled by fitting complex dielectric functions to the permittivities calculated from the 

measured refractive index and extinction coefficient. The refractive index and the extinction 

coefficient measured by spectroscopic ellipsometer are shown in Figure 4.6(a). The permittivity 

of GaAs was obtained from the data in Ref. [149]. The spatial dimensions were acquired from 

AFM and SEM measurements. Figure 4.6(b) shows one block of the simulated structure for 
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sample C. The structure was assumed to be periodic in lateral directions. A good agreement 

between the measured and simulated reflectance spectra was achieved, which is shown in 

Figure 4.6(c). Mean values for the measured and simulated reflectivities within the spectral 

range of 450 – 1650 nm are summarized in Table 4.1. 

 
Figure 4.6: (a) Measured refractive index (solid line) and extinction coefficient (dashed line) for 

AlInP. (b) A schematic illustration of the simulated structure used for sample C. (c) Measured 

(solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) reflectance spectra for the samples A, B, C and the 

reference sample. 

Table 4.1: Arithmetic mean values for the measured and simulated reflectivities within the 

spectral range of 450 - 1650 nm for samples A, B, C and the reference sample. 

  Reference Sample A Sample B Sample C 
Simulation 25.3 % 13.6 % 6.7 % 1.7 % 
Measurement 26.4 % 14.6 % 8.9 % 2.7 % 

 

4.3.3 Integration onto solar cells 

In order to study the real performance of the nanostructured moth-eye coating, it was fabricated 

on the surface of a dilute nitride GaInAsN p-i-n solar cell [P6]. The solar cell was grown by 

MBE and it was mainly absorbing light within the spectral range of 500 – 1200 nm. Thickness 

of the AlInP layer was increased from typical a couple of tens of nanometers to 600 nm. This 

allowed the etching of the nanocones and left an intact AlInP layer underneath the cones. The 

effective thickness of the AlInP layer measured from the cross sectional SEM images was 

estimated to be around 300 nm after etching. Further optimization of the AlInP thickness would 
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have led to even lower effective thickness. AlInP layers can be either monolithically grown on 

the solar cells by MBE [P6] or by regrowth techniques using the cleaning procedures described 

in section 3.3.2 [150]. In addition to the structure described in section 4.3.1, we have observed 

that thin layers of SiNx grown by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) can be 

used for surface passivation and improving the surface morphology. Here, we used a 60 nm 

SiNx layer grown directly on the nanocones. Figure 4.7 shows SEM images of SiNx-coated 

moth-eye nanostructures on a solar cell surface.  

 
Figure 4.7: SEM images of the SiNx coated moth-eye nanostructure on a solar cell surface. The 

sample is tilted in the insets. 

Incident angle dependent specular reflectivity was measured from the moth-eye coated solar 

cell and from a reference solar cell having an uncoated AlInP surface or a standard SiNx/SiO2 

antireflection coating. Figure 4.8(a) shows the angle dependent reflectance spectra for the moth-

eye coated solar cell and reflectance spectra at 8° for uncoated and SiNx/SiO2 coated reference 

solar cell. Arithmetic mean values for the reflectivities within the spectral ranges of 320 – 1350 

nm and 320 – 1800 nm are summarized in Figure 4.8(b). For near normal incidence, the mean 

reflectivity was reduced from 27 % for a bare AlInP surface to 13 % for SiNx/SiO2 coating and 

down to 2 % for the moth-eye-coated solar cell. SiNx/SiO2 coating was optimized to have 

minimum reflectivity at 600 nm, where also the reflectivity of the moth-eye coating was the 

lowest. This was advantageous since the spectral irradiance of the AM1.5G solar spectrum is 

the highest around 500 – 600 nm [P6]. The mean reflectivity of the moth-eye coated solar cell 
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was as low as 2.1 % at near normal incidence and remained below 5 % for incident angles up to 

45° within the spectral range of 320 – 1800 nm. This is a valuable property in concentrator 

systems where the incident angle is increased by lenses or mirrors. 

After the reflectivity measurements, metal contacts were processed on the solar cells by 

standard optical lithography and current-voltage characteristics were measured under simulated 

solar illumination (Oriel Instruments). Figure 4.9 shows the current-voltage measurements of 

the solar cells with three types of coatings. We observed an increase of 30 % in the short circuit 

current for the moth-eye coated solar cell when compared to an uncoated solar cell and an 

increase of 5.3 % when compared to a SiNx/SiO2 coated solar cell. The increase in current was 

attributed to the reduction in the reflectivity which allowed more photons to enter the active 

region and generate more charge carriers as compared to the reference samples. Furthermore, 

the current-voltage measurements implicate that the optical losses induced by the moth-eye 

coating are low. 

 
Figure 4.8: (a) Incident angle-dependent reflectivities of the moth-eye coated solar cell and 

reflectance spectra of the reference sample with uncovered AlInP and SiNx/SiO2 coating. (b) 

Arithmetic mean reflectivities of the moth-eye coated solar cell and reference solar cell with 

uncovered AlInP and SiNx/SiO2 coating within spectral ranges of 320 – 1800 nm and 320 – 

1350 nm. 
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Figure 4.9: Current-voltage characteristics of the moth-eye coated GaInAsN solar cell and 

reference solar cell with uncovered AlInP and SiNx/SiO2 coatings. 

In addition to a single junction solar cell, the moth-eye coating was applied on a solar cell 

having three junctions consisting of GaInP/GaAs/GaInAsN. The process described above was 

utilized in fabrication, but the UV-NIL master template was patterned by LIL at Soochow 

University, Suzhou, China, and etched at Suzhou Institute of Nano-Tech and Nano-Bionics, 

Chinese Academy of Sciences, Suzhou, China, and at ORC, Tampere, Finland. Figure 4.10 

shows current-voltage characteristics of the triple junction solar cell with moth-eye coating and 

with an optimized TiO2/SiO2 antireflection coating measured under real sun exposure with 

intensity of 860 W/m2 measured by a commercial pyranometer (Kipp&Zonen). The 

photogenerated current was increased consistent with results for single junction solar cell. It led 

to an improvement of 2 percentage points in efficiency, from 22 % for TiO2/SiO2 coated solar 

cell up to 24 % for the moth-eye coated solar cell calculated from the active areas. Further 

development in solar cell material fabrication and the integration of the moth-eye etching 

process along with the fabrication of metal contacts are needed to achieve record high 

efficiencies. 

 
Figure 4.10: Current-voltage characteristics of the moth-eye coated triple junction solar cell and 

a reference solar cell with TiO2/SiO2 coating. 
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Chapter 5 

5 Conclusions 

The main achievements of this work were the technological development of nanoimprint 

lithography based patterning processes for site-controlled epitaxy of single quantum dots and 

for nanostructured antireflection coatings. The key parameters and properties of both 

applications were assessed by structural, optical and electrical measurements. 

Site-controlled QDs on various pattern geometries were fabricated, the focus being on single 

QDs. Special issues related to surface cleaning and native oxide removal when combining UV-

NIL and MBE were addressed. Structural and optical properties of single QDs in etched GaAs 

pits were characterized. The optical properties measured as a function of the excitation power, 

temperature, time and polarization indicated that the site-controlled QDs fabricated by the 

combination of UV-NIL and MBE are strong candidates for single photon quantum emitters. 

Single QD occupation probability of 90 % and exciton emission linewidths down to 32 µeV 

were achieved. The effect of the pattern morphology and the growth parameters provide several 

tuning mechanisms, but also optimization challenges for different applications. These results 

pave the way for large scale quantum dot based devices. Further research especially on the 

optimization of the electrical properties is required. For example, an additional in-situ atomic 

hydrogen cleaning step could still improve the operation. In terms of pattern uniformity and 

enhanced selectivity for the QD nucleation, the etched GaAs(111)B surface offers an attractive 

direction for subsequent studies.  

The fabrication of the nanostructured antireflection coatings on AlInP surface by UV-NIL was 

demonstrated. The structuring process was aiming towards the integration with high efficiency 
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multijunction solar cells, in order to further improve their efficiency. AlInP was fabricated onto 

the solar cell surface either monolithically or by utilizing regrowth process equivalent to site-

controlled QDs. The reflectivity of different pattern geometries was modeled numerically. The 

losses induced by the surface were assessed by photoluminescence measurements. An average 

reflectivity of 2.1 % within the spectral range of 320 – 1800 nm was achieved and the value 

remained below 5 % for incident angles up to 45°. A clear increase in the solar cell performance 

as compared to the regular thin film coatings was observed when integrating the nanostructured 

coating on a single junction and triple junction solar cells. Further development in solar cell 

material fabrication and improved integration of the nanostructured coating with the preparation 

of metal contacts is needed to achieve record high conversion efficiencies. 
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Abstract 

We report on the development of a soft UV-nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL) based 

process to fabricate nanopatterned templates for epitaxy of site-controlled Stranski-

Krastanov grown quantum dots. Surface cleaning and chemical native oxide removal 

processes are analyzed in detail. The quality of the surface is studied by means of 

scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy and photoluminescence analysis. 

To evaluate the suitability of the process for fabricating high optical quality site-

controlled quantum dots, we have investigated the photoluminescence signal of the near-

surface quantum well and overgrown quantum dots. We present the successful growth of 

optically active, site-controlled InAs quantum dots, both in the ensemble and single-dot 

regime, by molecular beam epitaxy on UV-NIL patterned GaAs surfaces using only 

chemical cleaning prior the growth. 

Keywords 
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1. Introduction 

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are expected to be the building blocks for future 

information technology platforms. In order to exploit the opportunities offered by the QD 

technology in advanced devices, such as single-photon emitters, it is essential to control 

the lateral position of the individual QD by defining the nucleation sites [1]. Nanoimprint 

lithography (NIL) [2] and especially its modification soft UV-NIL, which utilizes soft 

stamps  and  UV-curable  polymers,  is  an  attractive  nanopatterning  method  for  QD  

templates [3] because it is a low-cost, high resolution technique and offers high design 

freedom. Nanopatterns with 2 nm features [4] and high throughput [5,6] have been 

demonstrated earlier by NIL. Polymers used in UV-NIL differ in their chemical 

composition from those typically used in traditional nanopatterning methods (electron 

beam lithography, interference lithography). This causes specific concerns for achieving 

epi-ready surfaces, i.e. polymers are insoluble to solvents. Some NIL polymers contain 

inorganic additives that additionally complicate ex situ surface cleaning of the process 

residuals.  

 

In this paper, we report on the development of UV-NIL process for patterning GaAs 

substrates, which are used as templates in seeded Stranski-Krastanov growth of QDs. The 

all important surface treatments before molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) overgrowth of 

QDs are discussed. In order to prove the suitability of UV-NIL patterned templates for 

epitaxy, we have grown optically active single and ensemble InAs QDs by MBE on the 

processed GaAs surface. 

 

 



2. Sample preparation and experiments 

The patterning was performed on n-type GaAs(100) wafers, which had an undoped MBE 

grown structure on top. It consisted of a GaAs buffer layer, an AlGaAs layer acting as a 

barrier for the photo-generated carriers and a GaAs layer. The pattering was made by 

utilizing soft UV-NIL process, which is described in detail in Ref. [7]. Two silicon 

master templates were used. The first one consisted of circular holes in a square array 

with period of 180 nm and diameter of 90 nm (fabricated by AMO GmbH). The second 

one (fabricated at University of Eastern Finland) consisted of circular holes in a square 

array with periods of 0.5 µm, 1 µm, 1.5 µm and 2 µm and diameters of 100 nm and 150 

nm. The patterned areas were 1 x 1 mm2. The patterning was done with an EVG 620 

mask aligner (EV Group) on mr-UVCur06 (Micro Resist Technology GmbH) UV-NIL 

resist, which was spin coated on GaAs surface using TI-prime (MicroChemicals GmbH) 

as an adhesion promoter. Oxygen plasma and reactive ion etching (RIE, Oxford 

Instruments Plc) were used for residual etching to expose GaAs surface from the hole 

areas. GaAs etching was based on BCl3/Ar chemistry and inductively coupled plasma 

reactive  ion  etching  (ICP-RIE).  A  smooth,  low-damage  GaAs  etching  recipe  was  

developed based on Refs. [8-10]. After GaAs etching, the residual mr-UVCur06 resist 

was removed by oxygen plasma (ICP-RIE). After the process, the final cleaning and 

native oxide removal was made by chemical treatments including isopropyl alcohol (IPA) 

rinse before and after the chemical etch consisting of solutions of HCl, IPA and NH4OH. 

Prior to the overgrowth, the patterned samples were thermally annealed in the MBE 

chamber at 590 °C for 5 min. A 30 nm GaAs buffer was grown on top of the patterned 

structure at 470 °C. InAs QDs were grown on the high density pattern (180 nm period) at 

540 °C, with an InAs coverage and growth rate of 1.8 monolayers (ML) and 0.05 ML/s, 



respectively. Growth-interrupted MBE [11] was utilized in case of the pattern with longer 

periods. Here, 1.8 ML InAs was deposited in 8 periods, each consisting of 4 s growth and 

2 s growth interruption, at a growth temperature of 540 °C with open arsenic valve. For 

photoluminescence (PL) studies, the QDs were capped by 20 nm and 50 nm GaAs grown 

at 540 °C and at 590 °C, respectively, and 50 nm AlGaAs grown at 590 °C. Room 

temperature PL (RT-PL) was measured by an Accent RPM2000 PL mapping tool using 

an excitation wavelength of 532 nm. Low temperature PL (LT-PL) on QD ensembles was 

measured at 20 K with a setup consisting of an Ar-ion excitation laser (  = 480 nm), a 

monochromator and an InGaAs detector. µ-PL measurements were performed at 10 K 

using continuous-wave Ti:sapphire laser (  = 700 nm) for excitation and a microscope 

objective for laser beam focusing (2 µm spot size). The PL signal was collected through 

the same objective and analyzed with a 46 cm long monochromator and N2-cooled Si 

CCD detector. The spectral resolution of the setup was 80 µeV. 

 

The surface cleaning steps were analyzed in detail in order to achieve high quality GaAs 

surface suitable for MBE regrowth. We measured PL of a near-surface quantum well 

(QW) in order to evaluate the impacts of the oxygen plasma cleaning step after GaAs 

etching [12,13]. The samples were prepared by growing an InGaAs QW structure 

emitting at 990 nm on n-type GaAs(100) substrates. The QW was separated from the 

surface by 50 nm GaAs layer. The GaAs surface was exposed to oxygen plasma in ICP-

RIE with various etching conditions. Subsequently, a chemical native oxide removal was 

performed. Finally, the PL was measured by the Accent RPM2000 PL mapper. 

 



The chemical cleaning and native oxide removal was studied by measuring PL from self-

assembled InAs QDs closely located to the processed surface. First, an above mentioned 

GaAs, AlGaAs, GaAs structure was grown by MBE. Then the samples were immersed in 

IPA, HCl or NH4OH containing solutions. Subsequently, the samples were loaded into 

the MBE chamber and annealed at 590 °C for 5 min. A GaAs buffer layer of 5 nm was 

grown on the processed surface. InAs QDs were grown at 505 °C with a coverage and 

growth rate of 2.1 ML and 0.05 ML/s, respectively. Subsequently, the QDs were capped 

by  GaAs  and  AlGaAs.  The  PL  signals  of  the  InAs  QDs  were  measured  by  the  Accent  

RPM2000 PL mapper. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

The PL peak intensities of the near-surface QWs were measured at 990 nm both before 

plasma etching and after ICP-RIE etching and chemical oxide removal. The plasma 

environment and ion bombardment create surface states, which enhance the surface 

recombinations and thus, decrease the PL from the near-surface QW. Figure 1 shows the 

ratios of the PL peak intensities by varying the pressure (Fig. 1(a)), the RIE power (Fig. 

1(b)), and the etch duration (Fig. 1(c)). The bias voltage between plasma and the sample 

is shown on the right side y-scale for each of the samples. Constant parameters for the 

etching process were: oxygen flow of 20 sccm, ICP source power of 300 W and table 

temperature of 25 °C. The chamber pressure was 120 mTorr, the RIE chuck power was 

40 W, and the etch duration was 5 min unless otherwise stated. The bias voltage 

decreases with increasing pressure, and the ions bombarding the surface have less energy. 

Thus, the ions induce more damage to the surface with low operating pressures than with 

higher ones, which leads to the observed decrease in the PL intensity with decreasing 



pressure. The same effect is mainly responsible for the decrease in PL intensity with 

increasing power. Here, the variations in the bias voltage are larger, which also leads to 

higher variations in the PL intensity. Furthermore, prolonged etch durations increase the 

PL intensity (Fig. 1(c)), which can be caused by passivation, removal of surface 

impurities, and saturation of the surface oxide formation as the etching proceeds. In 

addition to the PL properties, the capability of removing the resist completely has to be 

taken into account when choosing the etch parameters. Raising the pressure above 120 

mTorr or lowering the RIE chuck power below 40 W left some residuals of the resist on 

the surface according to atomic force microscope (AFM) measurements. 

  

Figure 2 shows the measured PL intensities of the InAs QDs grown on chemically treated 

surfaces. The deteriorated surface induces dislocations and other defects to the regrown 

GaAs, which degrade the optical quality of the overgrown QDs. Especially, the non-

uniform and thick native oxide layer on GaAs causes pits and severe surface roughening 

after the annealing in the MBE chamber [14-16]. The chemical etching removes the 

native oxides and therefore an increase in PL intensity can be attributed to better surface 

quality and oxide removal prior to MBE overgrowth. 3 M solution of HCl in isopropyl 

alcohol (HCl:IPA) is shown to increase the PL intensity by a factor of four as compared 

to regular HCl etch. HCl:IPA was reported to leave arsenic rich GaAs surface [17,18]. 

Combining HCl:IPA treatment with dilute NH4OH:H2O  (1:5)  yields  even  higher  PL  

signal. The sample was rinsed with water between the chemicals. The highest PL signal 

was achieved by repeating HCl:IPA, NH4OH:H2O, HCl:IPA treatment cycle three times. 

  



Figure  3  shows  SEM  and  AFM  images  as  well  as  a  cross  section  of  the  UV-NIL  

fabricated template for short-period, site-controlled QD growth before epitaxy. Well-

shaped, defect-free holes with diameter and depth of 90 nm and 20 nm, respectively, 

were observed. The root mean square surface roughness measured on separate samples 

by AFM for BCl3/Ar and O2 etched surfaces were 0.20 nm and 0.18 nm, respectively. 

 

Figure 4(a) shows site-controlled InAs QDs with 180 nm period. Several holes were 

occupied by two or three QDs instead of a single QD. These multiple QDs were slightly 

smaller than the single QDs. PL spectra of buried QDs in nanoholes and QDs outside the 

pattern on the planar surface are shown in Fig. 4(b). The PL intensity from the QDs on 

nanopatterned region is comparable to the PL from unpatterned region, which indicates 

that the BCl3/Ar based GaAs etching produces only minor damage to the crystal. The QD 

density on planar surface was intended to match the density of the holes in patterned area. 

However, the QD density on the unpatterned surface ( 10101 dots/cm-2) was slightly 

higher than on the patterned surface ( 9107 dots/cm-2), which explains part of the PL 

intensity difference between the patterned and unpatterned surfaces in Fig. 4(b). The PL 

spectra clearly show recombination from the ground state and the first exited state. The 

wavelengths of the ground state and first excited state recombination determined by 

Gaussian fits for RT-PL spectra were 1091 nm and 1039 nm, and 1119 nm and 1065 nm, 

for the nanopatterned and unpatterned surfaces, respectively. The ground state linewidths 

(FWHM) at RT for the nanopatterned and unpatterned surfaces were 52.5 nm and 54.0 

nm, respectively. The multiple QDs might be the main reason for the wavelength 

difference of about 30 nm between nanopatterned and unpatterned surface [3,19,20]. The 

longer migration length of indium atoms on planar surface might provide the formation 



of larger QDs on unpatterned surface as compared to the nanopatterned surface. Also the 

capping process, which was not optimized and performed at relatively high temperature, 

could affect differently on the QDs on patterned and unpatterned surfaces. Detailed 

investigation of these effects is the object of further research. The shell character of the 

QD PL spectra was confirmed by power dependent LT-PL measurements at 20 K from 

the nanopatterned surface shown in Fig. 4(c). The integrated intensities for Gaussian 

fitted peaks for ground state (GS), first excited state (E1) and second excited state (E2) 

are shown in the inset. The ground state shows saturation at the highest excitation 

powers. 

  

Figure 5(a) shows single site-controlled InAs QDs that are separated by 1.5 µm. These 

low density QDs are fabricated by growth-interrupted MBE growth, which extends the 

migration time and length of indium atoms on the surface and makes the growth more 

selective to the shallow holes on the surface. Furthermore, desorption of indium from the 

surface is more pronounced during growth-interrupted MBE leading to the reduced QD 

density. With both types of patterns (short period in Fig. 4(a) and long period in Fig. 

5(a)), practically no QDs were located between the holes, indicating a strong localization 

of the QDs on the holes. Figure 5(b) shows ensemble LT-PL measurements of the site-

controlled QDs with 1.5 µm period and QDs outside the pattern on the planar surface. 

The unpatterned reference sample exhibits a strong wetting layer (WL) peak and very 

weak QD PL, which indicates that the QD density is extremely low on the planar surface. 

The nanopatterned sample shows an enhanced QD PL emission at 918 nm, shorter than 

the unpatterned reference sample, emitting at 938 nm. This is similar behavior to the 

short period QDs (Fig. 4). The short PL wavelength is attributed to the QD capping at 



540 °C that reduces the QD height during the GaAs overgrowth. The inset in Fig. 5(b) 

shows power-dependent µ-PL spectra of a single QD on the 1.5 µm period pattern 

indicating single exciton recombination (X). The mean linewidth for the single QD PL 

calculated from Lorentzian fits for 16 different locations was 100 µeV, which was very 

close to the resolution limit of the system.  

 

4. Conclusions 

Detailed preparation steps of UV-NIL based patterning processes for seeded Stranski-

Krastanov growth of QDs have been presented. Issues related to surface cleaning and 

native oxide removal were discussed. Successful growth of optically active, site-

controlled InAs quantum dots, both in the ensemble and single-dot regime, was 

demonstrated using only chemical cleaning prior the growth. Future work will focus on 

tuning the optical properties of the individual QD on the nanopattern and embedding a 

single QD inside a microcavity. 
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Figures 
 

 

Fig. 1. PL peak intensities (squares) at 990 nm after the chemical treatment by varying 

the chamber pressure (a) (RIE chuck power 40 W and etch duration 5 min), RIE power 

(b) (pressure 120 mTorr and etch duration 5 min) and etch duration (c) (pressure 120 

mTorr and RIE chuck power 40 W). The bias voltages (triangles) are shown on the right 

y-scale. 

 
Fig. 2. PL spectra of InAs QDs grown on chemically treated surfaces. 

 

 
Fig. 3. SEM image of the UV-NIL fabricated template before epitaxy. Insets are showing 

an AFM micrograph and a cross section of the template.  



 
Fig. 4. (a) AFM micrograph of site-controlled InAs QDs on UV-NIL patterned surface. 

(b) PL spectra of the site-controlled QDs and QDs outside the pattern. (c) Power 

dependent (from 50 µW to 5.2 mW) low temperature PL spectra of the site-controlled 

QDs.  The  inset  in  (c)  shows  the  integrated  intensities  of  Gaussian  fitted  peaks  as  a  

function of excitation power. 

 

 
Fig. 5. (a) SEM image of the low density InAs QDs with 1.5 µm period. Inset shows an 

AFM micrograph of a single QD. (b) Low temperature PL spectra of the reference 

sample and the nanopatterned sample with 1.5 µm period. Inset shows power dependent 

µ-PL spectra of a single QD on the pattern. 
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Abstract 

We report the fabrication of moth-eye antireflection nanostructures on AlInP 

compound commonly used as a window layer in high efficiency multijunction solar cells.  

The broadband antireflective nanostructures were fabricated by nanoimprint lithography 

directly on molecular beam epitaxy grown AlInP/GaAs surface. At normal incidence the 

structures exhibited an average reflectivity of 2.7 % measured in a spectral range from 

450 nm to 1650 nm. Photoluminescence measurements of the emission from GaAs 

substrate suggest that the optical losses associated with the moth-eye pattern are low. 

Nanoimprint lithography offers a cost-effective approach to fabricate broadband 

antireflection coatings required in III-V high-efficiency multijunction solar cells. 
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1. Introduction 

The deployment of high-efficiency multijunction III-V semiconductor solar cells 

(SCs) in terrestrial solar power plants has attracted increasing interest in the past few 

years, owing to the development of advanced solar concentrator systems that are able to 

meet grid parity. Conversion efficiencies of more than 40 % have been demonstrated for 

three-junction III-V cells using concentrators [1,2] and higher efficiencies are predicted 

for cells with more than three junctions [3]. Due to the exploitation of multiple absorption 

bands, such devices exhibit a wide absorption spectrum ranging from 300 nm to beyond 

1800 nm. To fully exploit the potential of multijunction cells broadband antireflection 

(AR) coatings should be employed to mitigate the high discontinuity of refractive index 

at the semiconductor-air interface. In addition to the requirement for broader AR 

coatings, multijunction solar cells are more sensitive than single-junction cells to 

variation of the reflectivity because of current matching requirements; deviation of the 

coating from the optimum reflectance results in increased current mismatch. The 

optimization of widely used dielectric multilayer interference structures for use as AR 

coatings in high efficiency III-V solar cells is therefore challenging [1,4-7]. A more 

recent approach to fabricate broadband AR coatings is to exploit the so called moth-eye 

concept and fabricate sub-wavelength nanostructures on the surface of the SC [8,9]. This 

type of nanostructure provides a graded transition of the effective refractive index 

between the air and semiconductor surface, and thus, decreases effectively the amount of 

reflected light in a broad wavelength range and at all angles [8,9]. Moth-eye AR 



structures have been fabricated on silicon, GaAs, and GaSb substrates [9-12], however no 

estimations of the losses in these structures were reported. 

In this letter, we demonstrate moth-eye antireflection coatings fabricated by high-

resolution low-cost nanoimprint lithography (NIL) on molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 

grown AlInP/GaAs structure. AlInP has a very large band gap and high transparency. 

Therefore, it is usually added as a front window on III-V multijunction SC in order to 

passivate the emitter [1]. We show that the reflection from the AlInP/air interface can be 

strongly suppressed by using nanopatterned surfaces. Additionally, we present a method 

to estimate the losses caused by the surface pattern. Minimizing the losses in the 

nanostructure is essential in order to reach high-efficiencies by maximizing the 

transmission of light to the absorbing layers. 

 

2. Material and methods 

The semiconductor layers were deposited by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). 

First, a 100 nm GaAs buffer was grown on n-type GaAs(100) substrate at a growth 

temperature of Tsub=580 C. Then the temperature was lowered to Tsub=480 C and a 1 

µm thick AlInP layer was grown. The moth-eye nanopatterns were fabricated by means 

of soft UV-nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL). Details of the technique can be found 

elsewhere [13,14]. The master template consisted of nanocones in a square array with a 

period of 300 nm, height of 190 nm and base diameter of 130 nm. The nanocones were 

fabricated by lift-off process described in [14]. We used SiNx as an etch mask for AlInP 

etching. The cone pattern was transferred from imprinted UV-NIL resist (AMONIL, 

AMO GmbH) to the SiNx using dry etching and CHF3/Ar based chemistry. Inductively 



coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE, Oxford Instruments Plc) was utilized for 

AlInP etching. The measures of the resulting AlInP cones were (top diameter/base 

diameter/height) 30/170/370 nm (sample A), 50/220/370 nm (sample B), and 80/300/440 

nm (sample C). Fig. 1 shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of AlInP 

nanocones corresponding to the samples A, B and C, respectively. The dimensions were 

tuned by changing the etching conditions. The AlInP etching was based on Cl2/N2/Ar 

chemistry and it was performed at low pressure of 3.0 mTorr and elevated temperature of 

200 oC. The gas flows for  Cl2/N2/Ar were 10/15/2 sccm, respectively. The applied RIE 

chuck power was 50 W and the ICP source power was 750 W. Sample A was etched in 

one ICP-RIE step, whereas sample B had three and sample C had six separate etch steps 

with the same etching conditions. The base diameter of the cones was increased by 

repeating the short (20 – 40 s) etch steps. The broadening of the base was due to the 

passivation of the cone walls, especially between the steps, and is less present for the 

single step process (sample A). The residual AlInP layer under the cones was measured 

from the cross sections by SEM and varied between 500 and 700 nm for the three 

samples. In addition, we fabricated one un-etched reference structure consisting of 1 µm 

AlInP layer on top of a GaAs substrate. 

The reflectivity of the samples was measured at normal incidence by using 

broadband light source and a CCD (for the spectral range from 450 nm to 1100 nm) or an 

InGaAs detector array (for the spectral range from 1000 nm to 1650 nm) and a silver 

mirror for the reflectivity calibration. The reflectance spectra were measured by Accent 

RPM2000 photoluminescence (PL) and reflectance mapping tool. The reflectance of the 

moth-eye structures with sub-wavelength periodicity is often modeled by a uniform layer 



with a graded index of refraction. The graded index can be approximated, for example, 

by calculating the volume fraction of the high-index material in thin vertical slices of the 

cone layer [10-12]. This approximation leads to the modeling of the layer as a stack of 

thin films which is a relatively straightforward structure to calculate. We decided to 

simulate the reflectance spectra using a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method 

[15] which allows us to apply parameters of the fabricated structures without effective 

index approximations. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

Fig. 2 shows the measured (solid lines) reflectance spectra at normal incidence for 

the samples A, B, and C, and for the un-etched reference sample. The reference sample 

exhibits an average reflectivity of 26.4 % over the measured spectral range. The lowest 

reflectivity was observed for the sample C with an average reflectivity of only 2.7 %. 

Sample C has no flat area between the nanocones, and therefore has graded refractive 

index without remarkable discontinuity when moving from the air to the semiconductor. 

Sample A exhibits an average reflectivity of 14.6 %. Even though the reflection is clearly 

suppressed, the small base diameter and flat areas between the nanocones leads to 

reflection.  The  cone  height  is  the  same  in  the  samples  A  and  B  but  the  flat  area  is  

decreased by almost 25 % in the sample B and its mean reflectivity is 8.9 %. The 

reflectivity of the sample C was also measured at an angle of 21 degrees from the normal 

incidence for the spectral range from 500 nm to 1000 nm. The measured reflectivity at 

this small angle did not show any clear deviation from the reflectivity at normal incidence 



which is in good agreement with the angle-dependent reflectivity measurements by Q. 

Chen et al. [9].   

Dashed lines in Fig. 2 show the simulated reflectance spectra for each of the 

samples. The FDTD simulations were performed using the spatial dimensions measured 

by  SEM  and  atomic  force  microscope  (AFM).  The  materials  were  modeled  for  the  

simulations by fitting imaginary dielectric functions to the measured permittivities. The 

permittivity of AlInP was derived from the refractive index and extinction coefficient 

measured by a spectroscopic ellipsometer. The measured data and a schematic illustration 

of one block of the simulated structure used for sample C are shown in Fig. 3. In the 

simulation, the blocks were repeated periodically in the lateral dimensions. The dielectric 

function of GaAs was modeled using the data from [16]. The arithmetic average values 

for the spectral range from 450 nm to 1650 nm for simulated reflectivities and the 

corresponding measured values are summarized in Table 1. All the measurements agree 

well with the simulated results being in the range of one to two percentage units from the 

corresponding measurements. The simulated values are lower than the measured ones 

partly due to the silver mirror used as a reference in the measurements. Other main 

factors that could lead to differences between the simulations and measurements are the 

imperfect model of the dielectric function near the edge of the absorption band and the 

roughness of the etched surfaces. 

To estimate the losses associated with the moth-eye nanostructure we measured 

the  photoluminescence  signal  emitted  from  the  underlying  GaAs  substrate.  The  PL  

spectra were measured by the same Accent RPM2000 which was used for the reflectivity 

measurements. The standard methods to assess the losses of thin films by measuring the 



reflection and transmission cannot be directly used for materials with high absorption. In 

the case of GaAs substrate the absorption is high at wavelengths below 870 nm. In 

addition, the measurement of the transmission would require the use of polished 

substrates. Fig. 4(a) and 4(c) show the average GaAs PL spectra for the sample C and the 

reference sample using excitation wavelengths 785 nm and 532 nm, respectively. For 

both excitation wavelengths the measured PL intensity is higher for the nanostructured 

sample C than for  the reference structure confirming the AR property of  the surface.  In  

order to estimate the losses in the nanostructure we equalized the PL intensities for the 

two excitation wavelengths. We took into account the reflections from the surface and the 

material losses within the AlInP layer. The equalized PL intensity can be written as: 

xRR
II

PLlaserlaser

meas
PLeq

PL exp
1

1
1

1
.    (1) 

The first term on the right hand side takes into account the reflection of the laser used in 

excitation. The second term takes into account the wavelength dependent reflectivity for 

the PL light emitted from the GaAs layer. The measured reflectivities shown in Fig. 2 

were used. The last term takes into account the absorption of the excitation laser light and 

the emitting PL light in the AlInP layer. The absorption coefficients in AlInP for the laser 

light laser and the PL light PL have been derived from the extinction coefficient  using 

4,PLlaser ,       (2) 

where  is either the excitation wavelength or the PL wavelength. The extinction 

coefficient was measured with a spectroscopic ellipsometer. The effective thickness x of 

the AlInP layer is 30 % thinner in the sample C than in the reference sample. It was 

estimated as a volume fraction between the nanostructured AlInP layer and the uniform 

layer. 



After the equalization the PL spectra from the reference sample and the 

nanostructured sample C are almost similar as shown in Fig. 4(b) and 4(d). This is indeed 

expected if the absorption corresponding to the AlInP layer is the only loss mechanism 

leading to the difference between the reference and moth-eye structure. The larger 

difference for the equalized PL signals corresponding to 532 nm excitation (Fig. 4(d)) as 

compared to excitation at 785 nm (Fig. 4(b)) may be attributed to the approximations 

made on determining the effective thickness of the AlInP layer and to increased surface 

effects, such as scattering and surface recombination. Furthermore, we can conclude that, 

although the surface area has increased by more than a factor of three, the patterning does 

not cause remarkable losses, which would be seen as a large difference between the 

equalized PL spectra shown in Fig. 4(b) and 4(d). In the PL measurements the light is 

transmitted twice through the nanostructure in contrast to a single transmission of 

sunlight through the AR structure in SC applications. Thus, the patterning induced losses 

are expected to be lower in SC applications than observed in the PL measurement. We 

also point out that the sample C contains more than 500 nm of bulk AlInP beneath the 

nanocones. This residual layer could be significantly thinner in an optimized solar cell 

design to decrease the material losses for the short wavelength range of the solar 

spectrum. 

 

4. Conclusion 

We have demonstrated UV-NIL patterned moth-eye AR coatings on AlInP/GaAs 

semiconductor surface. An average reflectivity of 2.7 % was achieved for wide spectral 

range of 450 nm – 1650 nm. FDTD simulations correlate well with the measured 



reflectance spectra. Using PL measurements we have shown that the surface 

recombination and patterning induced losses are low. Future work will focus on assessing 

the performance of tandem III-V solar cells comprising NIL-based moth-eye AR coatings 

patterned onto the AlInP window layer. 
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Tables 
 
 

Table 1. Measured and simulated arithmetic average reflectivities for the spectral range 

from 450 to 1650 nm for the reference sample and nanostructured samples. 

 Reference A B C 
Simulation 25.3% 13.6% 6.7% 1.7% 
Measurement 26.4% 14.6% 8.9% 2.7% 
 



Figures 

 

Fig. 1.  Scanning electron microscope images of the AlInP nanocones on the samples A, 

B and C. 

 

Fig. 2.  Measured (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) reflectance spectra for the 

samples A, B, C and the reference sample. 



 

Fig. 3. (a) Measured refractive index (solid line) and extinction coefficient (dashed line) 

for AlInP. (b) A schematic illustration of the simulated structure used for sample C. 

 

Fig. 4.  Measured and equalized (Equation (1)) PL intensities for excitation at 785 nm (a), 

(b) and at 532 nm (c), (d). 
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